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KEY POINTS

!□!

Led by the discipline of anesthesiology, simulators and the use of simulation have become integral parts of many health care domains for various uses including training of novices, advanced
residents, and experienced professionals; research about and with simulation; system probing;
and performance assessment. Patient simulation can be part of an organization’s patient safety
strategy and supports building a culture of safety (see Chapter 6).
!□! A wide variety of simulators are now available. The pace of technical development and applications is fast. Nevertheless, technology alone does not teach. The use of simulators needs to be
consistent with the target population and the learning objectives. Different simulators may be
best suited for different purposes; for some scenarios and teaching goals a standardized patient
(actor) may be more effective.
!□! The most widely used simulators in health care are computer screen-based simulators (microsimulators), and part-task trainers mocking parts of a human body or mannequin-based simulators most often used for resuscitation training and complex team training. Complex simulation
team training with mannequin-based simulators are often referred to as “high-fidelity” or “full
scale” patient simulation training.
!□! The development of mobile and less expensive simulator models allowed for substantial expansion of simulation training to areas and locales where this training could not previously be
afforded or conducted (so-called in situ simulation training).
!□! When used for education and training, the simulator device alone does not teach. It is merely
a tool to accomplish learning objectives that are difficult to achieve during real patient care.
The design of programs, curricula, scenarios, and debriefings, as well as the ability of simulation
instructors to create appropriate learning opportunities are the crucial factors that determine
whether the simulation tool is effective in achieving the relevant goals.
!□! The greatest obstacles to providing effective and relevant (high-fidelity) patient simulation
training are (1) obtaining access to the learner population for the requisite time, and (2) providing appropriately trained and skilled simulation instructors to prepare, conduct, debrief, and
evaluate the simulation sessions.
!□! The most important component of high-fidelity patient simulation training is the self-reflective
(often video-assisted) debriefing session after the clinical scenario. The quality of debriefing
strongly depends on the training, skills, and experience of the instructors. Thus, special training for developing patient simulation instructors is needed that goes beyond the instructor
qualifications for ordinary clinical teaching. Most methods of debriefing emphasize open-ended
questions and inquiry to trigger self-reflection and insightful analysis, leading to deep learning
by the learner group.
!□! Simulation scenarios need clear learning objectives for both clinical and nonclinical skills (human factors, see Chapter 6). Scenarios need to take into account the target population, learning
goals, relevance, and in-scenario guidance. Maximum realism is not always needed. For highfidelity patient simulation team training, the anesthesia crisis resource management course
model (ACRM, often referred to as CRM, developed by one of the authors [David Gaba], see
Chapter 6) is a popular approach worldwide for human factor‒based simulation training in
anesthesiology and health care. The 15 CRM key points help individuals and teams to be aware
of human factor‒related pitfalls, apply different safety strategies, and enhance human performance and patient safety.
!□! In terms of research, simulation has proven valuable to study relevant simulation aspects such
as debriefing methods, scenario design and conduct, and program development. It also was
found to be valuable to study human performance during anesthesia, including human factors
and failure modes in care.
!□! In regard to system probing, simulation can be used successfully for the testing of an organization’s structures and processes, such as the early detection of system failure modes and the
preparedness for major events, the development of new treatment concepts (e.g., checklist
design and use, telemedicine), and the support of bioengineering system development (e.g.,
device beta-testing, educating the manufacturers’ workforce).
!□! With a view to assessment and evaluation of performance, a variety of assessment tools and
behavioral markers have evolved that offer a new window on performance. Nevertheless, when
simulation is used to assess and evaluate human performance, the unique constraints of simulation (which is never like the real thing) need to be taken into consideration.
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SECTION I • Introduction

What This Chapter Is About: An
Overview
“Simulation training in all its forms will be a vital part of
building a safer health care system” [p. 55].1

!□!

SIR LIAM DONALDSON, CMO ANNUAL REPORT (2008)

In concert with other modalities, simulation can improve
patient safety by informing personnel about best practices,
guiding established clinical practice, and strengthening
human performance. Unfortunately, simulation in health
care is still not used as widely and systematically as needed,
compared to its use in other high-risk/high-reliability
industries. From the authors’ point of view, anesthesia professionals, anesthesia departments, and health care organizations need to strive to embrace the use of simulation for
the many purposes mentioned in this chapter. Simulation,
in combination with human factors training (CRM, see
Chapter 6), has the potential to substantially improve the
quality and safety of health care.
Anesthesiology has pioneered the field of simulation in
health care. The rather new, mannequin-based patient
simulators have been in regular use in anesthesiology since
the early 1990s. Over the last two decades, there have been
many technologic advances in simulation and a wide variety of applications of simulation in anesthesiology have
been developed in the domains of education and training,
research, system and equipment probing, and assessment.
Considerable collective experience has already been achieved
with simulation devices, sites, pedagogy, and assessment
rubrics. What was once an arcane and small niche activity has expanded enormously. Simulation can be thought
of like playing a musical instrument: almost everybody can
somehow coax a tone out of it, but to play it well and use it
optimally can only come about after considerable practice.
This chapter aims to provide the reader—whether a simulation participant or a novice or experienced instructor—with a
solid and nuanced understanding of many aspects of patient
simulation in anesthesiology and other parts of health care.
Modern simulation with advanced teaching concepts
and the integration of human factors training (CRM) is
much more than traditional basic life support and advanced
cardiovascular life support (“megacode”) training. Modern simulation team training is academically demanding,
personally stimulating, and involves many disciplines and
lines of thinking. As a simulation instructor, you are operating at the core of our profession!

READERS WILL LEARN
!□! … about the varying uses of simulation in anesthesiology

and health care, mainly focusing on the topics of training
and education, research, system equipment probing, and
assessment and evaluation.
!□! … to distinguish and classify different types of patient
simulators (e.g., part-task trainers, simulators for lowand high-fidelity simulation, patient actors/standardized patients, hybrid simulation) and to understand their
strengths and weaknesses.
!□! … about the possibilities and limitations of different simulation-based training approaches regarding (1) simulation

!□!

!□!
!□!

site (e.g., dedicated simulation center, “in situ” simulation,
mobile simulation); (2) simulation time (e.g., scheduled
events vs. events on-call); (3) simulation participants (e.g.,
single discipline, multidiscipline, interprofessional).
… about educational and psychological factors that
enable or inhibit learning in patient simulation, such as
scenario design and conduct, the elements or phases of a
simulation training, and debriefing techniques.
… about different multifaceted tasks of a simulation
instructor and the need to acquire special skills to teach
more complex and nuanced single-discipline or interprofessional activities.
… about the ecological validity of simulation and what is
known about its benefits, costs, and cost-effectiveness.
… about the use of simulation for assessment of clinician
performance and some of the issues and limitations thereof.

To cover those aspects, the authors have tried to balance
retaining classic references, where the intellectual content has
only changed slightly over the years, with newer ones that
reflect either changes in thinking or evidence, or newer reviews
and syntheses of knowledge and experience. Since simulation
has become a key tool in addressing issues of patient safety and
human factors in anesthesiology there is some degree of complementarity between this chapter and Chapter 6.
In this chapter, the authors use “anesthesia professional”
to refer to any anesthesia clinician taking care of a patient,
whether a physician, certified registered nurse anesthetist
(CRNA), or anesthesia assistant (or to similar positions in
other countries).!

WHAT THIS CHAPTER IS NOT ABOUT
This chapter mainly addresses simulation in anesthesiology and presents the overall picture as seen by anesthesia
professionals, intensivists, or others. Simulation devices
and activities outside of the scope of perioperative management, that are strictly about psychomotor aspects of
invasive procedures or surgery, and part-task screenbased simulators (e.g., Gasman) are at most only touched
on briefly.
The chapter describes simulation in anesthesiology
generically and does not address separately simulation for
specific subspecialties. There is a sizable body of international experience with simulation in pediatric settings now
that may be of further interest to some readers.2-9
Organizational aspects of simulation training and the
topic of organizational implementation and sustainability of simulation programs are covered in Chapter 6,
where simulation programs are covered from an organization’s view among other organizational improvements
to enhance patient and system safety. For more information on this topic, the reader is referred to the back part of
Chapter 6 (Box 6.13 in Chapter 6 gives an overview).!

Simulation in Anesthesia: Why Is
It Important?
See one—do one—teach one? Read one—do one—teach
one? Many decades ago anesthesiology trainees might
have been “given a long leash” (inadequately supervised)
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and asked to gain experience by “sink or swim,” often with
a clinical population of indigent patients. Using actual
patients in this way as if they are expendable “simulators”
is unethical, and the presumed learning experiences were
extremely uneven. In the last few decades unacceptable
practices have been eliminated, but it increasingly begs the
question of how can clinicians at all levels of experience feel
the difficulties of patient care, including managing very difficult situations, without putting patients at undue risk?
How does someone go from a total novice to a fully competent independent anesthesia professional? And of increasing importance, how can clinicians—during both initial
and recurrent training—learn and hone skills of dynamic
decision making, situation awareness, leadership, communication, and teamwork?
Anesthesiology is a “hands-on” discipline. It is not likely
for medical students and residents to learn simply by “looking,” “time passing,” or by “osmosis.” The application of
(rare) technical skills, the correct use of medical knowledge
and algorithms, as well as the reliable utilization of anesthesia nontechnical skills (see Chapter 6)—such as teamwork, communication, and leadership behavior—need to
be learned and then trained repeatedly. At the same time,
experience is no substitute for excellence (see Chapter 6).
This is especially true for nonroutine events, such as emergencies or rare complications. Not only trainees but also
experienced clinicians require continuous education and
training of their clinical and nontechnical skills in order to
stay current and avoid bad habits or the normalization of
deviance (see Chapter 6).
Health care, with anesthesiology as the pioneering discipline, borrowed and adapted alternative educational
approaches to teach knowledge and gain procedural experience from years of successful service in other industries
that faced similar problems. These approaches focused on
“simulation.” Simulation is a technique well known in the
military, aviation, space flight, and nuclear power industries. Simulation refers to the artificial replication of sufficient elements of a real-world domain to achieve a stated
goal. The goals include for example education and training
of technical and nontechnical skills, system probing, testing of equipment and supplies, and assessment as well as
evaluation of students and personnel. These different topics
are covered in this chapter, even though there is a focus on
simulation as a training and education tool.
In 2000, the National Academy of Medicine (then the
Institute of Medicine) released a report, “To Err Is Human:
Building a Safer Health System,” that suggested the use of
simulation training in health care in order to reduce preventable errors.10 The American College of Critical Care
Medicine recommended the use of simulation to improve
training in critical care.11 With anesthesiologists being the
pioneers for simulation-based training in health care, simulation in anesthesia already has a long tradition. At the
same time, its comprehensive and profound implementation has come a long and rocky way over the last decades
and, despite many benefits, still needs further implementation and continuous evaluation. Major recognition of
simulation in anesthesia by the clinical world is highlighted
by the fact that it is now a highly utilized training course
for the practice improvement component of Maintenance
of Certification in Anesthesiology (MOCA) in the United
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States.12 In Australia and New Zealand, it is an integral part
of anesthetic training.13,14 In their reviews, Lorello and colleagues, 15 LeBlanc and colleagues,16 and Higham and Baxendale17 give an overview of simulation-based training in
anesthesia. In many parts of the world, including industrial
countries, the use of simulation is way behind the United
States or Australia.
A fundamental part of the future vision for simulation
is that clinical personnel, teams, and systems will undergo
periodic and systematic simulation activities across their
entire career using various modalities of simulation and
for diverse purposes of education, training, performance
assessment, refinement in practice, and system probing.
This vision is inspired in part by the systems in place in
various high-reliability industries, especially commercial
aviation and nuclear power (see Chapter 6). Needless to
say, using simulation as part of the process of revolutionizing health care is more complex than merely attempting
to stick simulation training on top of the current system.
Moreover, beyond training, simulation may provide indirect ways to improve safety, including facilitating recruitment and retention of skilled personnel, acting as a lever for
culture change, and improving quality and risk management activities.!

Application of Simulation in
Anesthesia and Health Care
Simulation techniques can be applied across nearly all
health care domains.18 A few books are devoted solely
to the topic of simulation and its use in and outside of
anesthesiology.19-24
In the upcoming section, an overview of the main objectives of simulation in health care and anesthesiology are
presented in the following sequence: (1) education and
training of technical and nontechnical skills, (2) system
probing, (3) testing of equipment and supplies, (4) assessment/evaluation, (5) research, and (6) further purposes.

USE OF PATIENT SIMULATION FOR TRAINING
AND EDUCATION
With respect to the first objective—education and training—anesthesiology remains a driving force in the use
of simulation in health care,25 although simulation has
spread to nearly every discipline and domain. As used in
this chapter, education emphasizes conceptual knowledge,
basic skills, and an introduction to nontechnical skills and
work practices. Training emphasizes preparing individuals
to perform actual tasks and work of the job.
Disciplines successfully applying simulation for training
besides anesthesia15,26 are, for example, emergency medicine and emergency field responders,27-29 trauma care,30,31
neonatology32-34 and pediatric anaesthesia,2,3,5,35 labor
and delivery,36-38 surgery,39,40 radiation oncology,41 intensive care,42,43 and infectious disease.44,45 Simulation serves
almost all resuscitation trainings, which have advanced
over the years.46 Fig. 7.1 gives several impressions of simulation training.
Nearly every anesthesia residency program in the United
States offers some cogent simulation training experiences,
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Fig. 7.1 Different impressions of simulation training sessions in different health care environments. Photos from left to right: (1) In situ simulation training on a ward. (2) In situ simulation team training in the anesthesia environment. (3) Simulation exercise during the annual simulation congress
INSiM, Frankfurt Main, Germany. The photo shows a simulated patient that is rescued out of a crashed car. (4) Full-scale in situ simulation team training
in the emergency department. (5) Military simulation training with Tactical Combat Casualty Training and Care under Fire conditions, InPASS, Photo with
permission by M. Rall. (6) Simulation Training at the Simulation Center TüPASS in Tübingen, Germany. Shown is a handover moment where a traumatized
patient is handed over from the ambulance team to the trauma team. Photo with permission by director M. Rall 2010. (7) Simulation training on the intermediate care unit. (8) Simulation exercise with a standardized patient that is rescued out of a crashed car. Photo provided by M. Rall. (9) In situ simulation
training in an operating room (OR) showing the beginning of a full team obstetric scenario for emergency cesarean. The photo is taken through an OR
window from the temporarily established simulation control room outside the OR. (Photo provided by M. Rall.)
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although the scope, frequency, and target content vary.
Other disciplines and other countries may not have adequate simulation training coverage during residency, as
evidenced by a study by Hayes and colleagues.47
The military and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security also have been heavy users of simulation in health care;
simulation has been applied to the initial training of new
field medics and to the recurrent training of experienced
clinicians and clinical teams.48 In 2013, a first instructor
course for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
Special Operations Forces (SOF) was held at NATO headquarters in Brussels to bring together medical experts from
the United States SOF, the NATO SOF, and some civilian instructor experts (including authors Rall and later
Oberfrank).
Simulation is relevant from the earliest level of vocational
or professional education (students) and during apprenticeship training (interns and residents), and it is increasingly used for experienced personnel undergoing periodic
refresher training. Simulation can be applied regularly to
practicing clinicians (as individuals, teams, or organizations; the latter for example for disaster drills, or for preparing to care for patients with Ebola virus disease49) regardless
of their seniority, thus providing an integrated accumulation of experiences that should have long-term synergism.
Thus, it is applicable to health care providers with a range
of experience, including experts,50 novices, advanced residents,25 medical, nursing, other health care students,51-57
and even children.58-61 Simulation rehearsals are now being
explored as adjuncts to actual clinical practice; for example, surgeons or an entire operative team can rehearse an
unusually complex operation in advance by using a simulation of the specific patient.62,63
Many simulation centers offer continuing medical education (CME) and training for experienced practitioners,
and many aspects of simulation training for residents can
be expanded for this purpose. Several studies have shown
that experienced anesthesiologists have deficiencies in the
management of critical patient situations and make severe
errors comparable to those of anesthesia residents.64-71
Because crisis situations are rare during routine clinical
work, these results are not startling. In addition, experience
in terms of years on the job and hierarchy probably do not
correspond to expertise and excellence. Crisis management
training with patient simulation should be started early in
education and training and applied on a recurring basis
during practice.
Concerning education of health care professionals about
patient safety, patient simulation can be a tool that contributes to changing the culture in an organization bottom-up
to create a culture of safety. First, it allows hands-on training of junior and senior clinicians in practices that enact
the desired culture of safety based on the principle of high
reliability organizations (see Chapter 6).72 Simulation can
be a rallying point about culture change and patient safety
that can bring together experienced clinicians from various
disciplines and domains (who may be captured because the
simulations are clinically challenging and show the need of
change in direct relation to patient treatment), along with
health care administrators, executives, managers,73,74
risk managers,75 and experts on human factors, organizational behavior, or institutional change. For these groups,
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simulation can convey the complexities of clinical work,
and it can be used to exercise and probe the organizational
practices of clinical institutions at multiple levels (see section on system probing). Various curricula and recommendations for curricula development for simulation training
exist.76-81!

USE OF PATIENT SIMULATION FOR SYSTEM
PROBING AND PROTOCOL TESTING
In regard to the second objective, simulations that are conducted in actual patient treatment locations (referred to
as “in situ” simulation, ISS) are powerful tools for testing
(system probing) and evaluation of organizational practices
(protocol testing).75
In a study comparing ISS to center-based simulations,
ISS was related to more insights about processes in the
organization and challenges with equipment.82 Another
study used simulation as a supplement to a Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA, see Chapter 6). In order to
enhance system safety, FMEA is a risk management tool
that proactively tries to enhance organizational learning by
experts describing and identifying possible errors and their
effects. Whereas adding simulation to that process did not
result in more failure modes described, the process resulted
in a richer description of how they would actually unfold in
practice.83
Another way to probe the system is to identify active and
latent failures during ISS of the treatment of patients. In
Reason’s famous error trajectory model to describe incident
causation (known as the Swiss cheese model, see Chapter
6), incidents are seen as a combination of active (simplified:
human) and latent (simplified: system) failures that interact to cause bad outcomes. Based on this model, a study84
of 46 sessions of ISS training for handling emergencies
was conducted with over 800 participants, with the goal
to recognize and remedy active and latent failures in order
to suggest where to invest resources. Of the total of 965
breaches, nearly 50% were classified as latent conditions,
and the rest was classified as active failures. In another
study, simulation was used to discover latent safety threats
with the help of unannounced in situ simulation of critical
patients in a pediatric emergency department.85 Similarly,
the “hemorrhage project” at Stanford assessed and trained
the treatment protocol of life-threatening hemorrhage during several system-probing events using unannounced,
simulation-based mock events, and successfully identified
areas of improvement after probing.75
In 2016 simulation was used to demonstrate gaps in an
organization’s response system that could expose staff to
Ebola once the emergency disaster response had been activated.86 The simulation center had 12 hours to prepare
simulations to evaluate hospital preparedness should a
patient screen positive for Ebola exposure. Further simulation cycles were used during the next weeks to identify additional gaps and to evaluate possible solutions.
Furthermore, iterative simulation-based testing and redesign was shown to be of assistance when developing cognitive aids or protocols for all kind of crises, and to eliminate
design failure. For instance, McIntosh and colleagues87 used
this approach to develop and test a new cognitive aid for the
management of severe local anesthetic toxicity. Utilization
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of formative usability testing and simulation-based usercentered design resulted in a visually very different cognitive aid, reinforcing the importance of designing aids in the
context in which they are to be used.
Simulation has a role in designing new hospitals and
departments—whether in terms of the physical layouts or
in terms of work processes. Simulation can help in evaluating design ideas. Simulation can be used to facilitate
moving into a new location, for example moving with staff
and patients into a new intensive care unit (ICU) or a new
hospital.88
Simulation is increasingly appreciated as a tool for risk
management. Driver, Lighthall, and Gaba75 argue that
from a risk management standpoint, simulation has a number of potential ways in which it might prevent claims or
mitigate losses. They called simulation “a data source about
clinical performance” [p. 356]. De Maria25 and associates
demonstrated that a simulation-based approach can identify system-wide practitioner gaps in anesthesiologists and
create meaningful improvement plans.!

USE OF PATIENT SIMULATION FOR TESTING
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
With respect to the third objective—testing of equipment
and supplies—patient simulation is being used in collaboration with biomedical industries. For example, some
simulation centers offer training to executives, engineers,
and sales representatives of equipment manufacturers.
The simulator allows them to gain some understanding of
the clinician’s task demands during patient care situations
(including those of unusual stress) in which their company’s devices are useful.
Simulation has been used for research on human factor
issues in the development of new monitoring and therapeutic devices. The simulator provides a unique test bed and
demonstration modality for pre-procurement evaluation of
the usability of medical devices from different manufacturers. In two of our affiliated hospitals (VA Palo Alto [DG] and
Tübingen, Germany [MR]), simulation enabled us to conduct evaluations of prototype monitoring systems that were
not yet approved for clinical use and could not be evaluated
in a pre-procurement clinical trial.
Other industrial uses include training personnel in the use
of novel pharmaceuticals. Simulators have been featured in
a multifaceted approach to launch the opioid remifentanil in
the United States and have been used to teach clinicians in
the safe use of drugs, such as for example desflurane. Besides
offering important educational benefits, industrial activities
are an important source of income for simulation centers to
help defray the costs of training students and residents.!

USE OF PATIENT SIMULATION FOR
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
With respect to the fourth objective, simulations have
taken a central role in the evaluation and assessment of
the performance and competence of health care students,
residents, practicing physicians, and teams—for low-stakes
or formative testing (education and training), to a lesser
degree to-date for summative testing (certification, recertification, etc.), and for research on clinician decision-making

or on care processes. Assessment of performance for both
clinical and nonclinical skills can be made in a variety of
health care settings.64,69,89-98
Anesthesiology has taken a leading role in the development of simulation-based assessment.99 In a review study
in 2012, Boulet and Murray99 summarized simulationbased assessment for education specifically in anesthesia.
In a more recent systematic review in 2016, Ryall and colleagues100 summarize the use of simulation as an assessment tool of technical skills across health professional
education. They concluded that simulation is an effective
assessment tool, but pointed out that the effectiveness as a
stand-alone assessment tool requires further research.
Assessment with simulation held and still holds several
challenges for research and education. Those include: (1)
to determine aspects of performance to be measured, (2) to
create reliable and valid scores and measurement tools, and
(3) to find measures for both clinical and nonclinical performance. Furthermore, simulation itself poses several unique
challenges and pitfalls that need to be taken into account,
as discussed later in this chapter. Several assessment measures and scoring systems exist.99-102
Organizationally, in the United States, the Accreditation
Council for Graduate Medical Education made the use of simulation a required component for anesthesiology residency
programs. Recognizing its benefits not only for education
and teaching of novices and residents, but also for the continuous education of certified practicing anesthesiologists, more
recently simulation-based training in managing challenging
situations leading to practice improvement was adopted as
a favored component of the American Board of Anesthesiology’s (ABA’s) MOCA program. Whereas simulation as a tool
for the formative assessment of performance during training
of students and residents is already widely used in anesthesiology, it has still penetrated only modestly for the formative
assessment (and less so for summative assessment) of practicing anesthesiologists,103 raising new questions as described
in a study by Weinger and colleagues.64
Because performance assessment is closely related to
human performance, many results of simulation studies
with this focus were already discussed in Chapter 6, and the
reader is referred there as well.!

USE OF PATIENT SIMULATION FOR RESEARCH
In regard to the fifth objective—research—simulationbased research falls into two categories: (a) research about
simulation—testing or improving the techniques, technologies, and didactics of simulation; and (b) research that uses
simulation as a tool to study other things, such as human
performance and clinical cognition (see Chapter 6), or clinical care processes.104 Box 7.1 provides a sampling of these
types of questions.
Regarding research about simulation, some examples
would include the design of debriefing approaches such
as Debriefing with Good Judgement,105-107 Debriefing-Diamant,108 PEARLS,109 TeamGAINS,110 and others111-114;
methods for designing simulation scenarios such as
PARTS115; the efficacy of using videos in debriefings116-120;
the creation and maintenance of an inviting learning
atmosphere121; the effective design of specific training
interventions such as for resuscitation,46,122,123 airway
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BOX 7.1 Exemplary Research Issues That
Can Be Addressed by Using Simulation
Cognitive Science of Dynamic Decision Making (see Chapter 6)
$

$
$
$
$

What is the interaction of precompiled procedural knowledge
(Type I thinking) versus deep medical knowledge and abstract
reasoning (Type II thinking)?
How does supervisory control of observation relate to vigilance,
data overload, and visual scanning patterns?
What is the information content and utility of watching the
surgical field?
How are optimal action planning and scheduling implemented?
How does reevaluation fail and result in fixation errors?!

Human-Machine Interactions
$

What is the distraction penalty for false alarms?
Do integrated monitors and displays have an advantage over
multiple stand-alone devices and displays?
$ How easy to use are the controls and displays of existing
anesthesia equipment in standard case situations and in crisis
situations?!
$

Teaching Anesthesia in the Operating Room (see Chapter 6)
$

How much teaching can be accomplished in the operating
room without sacrificing the anesthesia crew’s vigilance?
$ How well can faculty members detect and categorize the performance of anesthesia trainees?
$ What teaching styles are best integrated with case management in the operating room?!
Issues of Non-Technical Skills/Teamwork on Anesthesiologist
Performance
$

How does an anesthesia crew interact during case and crisis
management?
$ How is workload distributed among individuals?
$ How do crew members communicate with each other, and how
do they communicate with other members of the operating
room team?!
Effects of Performance-Shaping Factors on Anesthesiologist
Performance
$

How do sleep deprivation, fatigue, aging, or the carryover
effects of over-the-counter medications, coffee, or alcohol affect
the performance of anesthesiologists?
$ Can smart alarm systems or artificial intelligence provide correct
and clinically meaningful decision support in the operating
room or intensive care unit?!
Development of New Devices and Applications: Research
Regarding Techniques of Simulation
$

How well can simulations re-create perioperative clinical settings? Can they provoke the same actions as used in real clinical
care (ecologic validity of simulators)?
$ How much does debriefing add to learning from simulation?
Are specific techniques of debriefing, or combinations thereof,
of greater applicability or utility, overall or for particular situations?
$ How do various aspects of simulation scenarios influence
aspects of perceived reality, and how do they influence transfer
of training into the real world?
$ Does simulation training lead to better clinical practice and
improved clinical outcomes?

Fig. 7.2 Realistic patient simulation as a test bed for studying the
performance of medical rescue teams in full chemical protection
gear. Teams wore normal uniforms or full protection suits while performing basic resuscitation actions (e.g., placement of intravenous
lines, drawing up drugs, intubation). With full protective gear, communication within the team and with the patient (while still conscious)
is difficult. (Photograph taken by M. Rall at the Center for Patient Safety and
Simulation, Tübingen, Germany.)

management,124,125 and avoidance of catheter-related
infections126; and testing of specific training interventions
such as for facilitating speaking up,50,127-129 briefings, 130
and feedback.131
Patient simulation is now used sometimes to address
the medical management of chemical, biologic, or nuclear
threats from accidents, weapons of mass destruction, or
terrorism. One group in Germany, used simulation to test
the constraints of treating patients in full chemical protection gear to optimize the strategies of the German Ministry
of Internal Affairs for dealing with terror attacks or chemical plant disasters (Fig. 7.2). Several investigators have performed multidisciplinary studies with combined simulation
modalities (script-based simulators, model-based mannequin simulators, and simulated acted patients) to teach the
management of victims of an attack with weapons of mass
destruction and terrorism.132,133 The demand for such training is substantial in nations engaged in active military conflicts or with an ongoing need to prepare for war or terrorist
attacks.
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Regarding (b) simulation as a research tool, it offers
some unique features, and it can be thought of as a complementary window on the clinical world relative to other
modalities. It can be applied, for example, when complex
phenomena such as medical team processes are studied.
Examples are investigations of how teams adapt from routine to non-routine situations and how this adaptation is
related to performance,134-140 communication processes
such as information processing,141 talking to the room142
and speaking up,50,129,143-146 problem-solving and decision-making,142,147-149 and coordination requirements
during resuscitation.139,140,150-154 Important milestones
for simulation-based research of both types was the creation by the Society for Simulation in Healthcare (SSH) in
2007 of its flagship peer-reviewed journal, Simulation in
Healthcare followed in later years by other peer-reviewed
journals (e.g., Advances in Simulation, BMJ Simulation &
Technology Enhanced Learning, Clinical Simulation in Nursing). In addition, for research that is linked tightly to a
specific clinical domain, the traditional medical specialty
journals have become more welcoming to articles about
simulation or that use simulation as an experimental
technique.
Cooperation between simulation directors or instructors
and psychologists, human factors engineers, or educators
has proved useful in research and training. Such collaborations have helped delineate the theoretical foundations of
simulation-based experiential learning, improve the understanding of debriefing, and research on work psychology
and human performance in health care.155-161 Many institutions have integrated psychologists or educators, or both,
into their simulation center staff.!

OTHER USES OF PATIENT SIMULATION
Traditionally, simulation-based training is focused on
health care professionals as the recipients. In recent years,
simulation was opened up for new types of recipients. These
studies are not conducted within anesthesia, but demonstrate innovative ways of thinking about simulation that
might be adaptable in some form to anesthesia-oriented
simulations. A study showed that the use of “standardized
clinicians” to train patients to be more competent in their
discharge conversations was feasible.162 Patients interacted with role players in the role of the discharging clinician, practicing what to say and ask, as well as how to
manage the medication they were supposed to take. The
group around Kneebone involves patients in the design of
simulations, opening simulation activities to them.163 They
use simulation in a demonstration mode that intends, for
example, to give citizens an improved insight into what it is
like to be in the hospital164,165 or what care in the clinical
context should feel like.166 The aim is to diversify access to
simulation beyond health care professionals.
Other unique applications of simulation have surfaced.
Some centers use simulators for conducting outreach programs with high school or college students interested in
health care. Patient simulators have been used to help produce educational videos on various patient safety issues.
Simulation has sometimes been used to familiarize legislators or regulators with the realities and complexities of
dynamic patient care.

Simulation has been used as adjuncts in medicolegal
proceedings.167 While current patient simulators cannot
predict the exact physiologic behavior of a specific patient,
simulations can be used to illustrate typical perioperative
situations and the role of different monitors and therapeutic
actions and to provide context for the patient management
questions of the litigation.
The use of simulation training for strategic or operational
coordination and decision making in health care logistics
has been described.168!

History, Development, and Types
of Simulators and Simulation
The following section gives a short, non-exhaustive overview about the history and the development of the main
simulators in health care and anesthesia. For a more
in-depth examination of the topic, the reader is referred
to further literature. Particularly the mannequin-based
simulators that are in wide use have been well covered in
several review articles169-171 and a whole book chapter by
Rosen written in 2013 is dedicated to the topic in detail.172
Another comprehensive textbook on the history of simulation in health care tracing it back 1500 years was published
by Owen.173
Simulation probably is as old as mankind. Simulation
has probably been a part of human activity since prehistoric times. Rehearsal for hunting activities and warfare
was most likely an occasion for simulating the behavior
of prey or enemy warriors. In medieval times soldiers
learned the art of swordsmanship on dummy soldiers.
Hundreds of years ago, models were used to help teach
anatomy and physiology, and simulators were used
to train surgical procedures and to help midwives and
obstetricians handle complications of childbirth. Italy
was the major source of simulators early in the 18th century, but in the 19th century, dominance in clinical simulation moved to France, Britain, and then Germany.174
In modern times, preparation for warfare has been an
equally powerful spur to the development of simulation
technologies, especially for aviation, navy and armored
vehicles. These technologies have been adopted by their
civilian counterparts, but they have attained their most
extensive use in commercial aviation. The aircraft simulator achieved its modern form in the late 1960s, but it
has been continuously refined.
Mannequin-based simulators (MBSs). In 1969, the first
electromechanical mannequin-based simulator in
modern health care—Sim One—was produced by an
aerospace company working with an educator and an
anesthesiologist at the University of Southern California.175 It consisted of a mannequin comprising an intubatable airway and upper torso and arms, and in many
respects was years ahead of its time. It was originally used
as an aid for students or residents learning to intubate,
as well as to induce anesthesia but the project died out
in the early 1970s. In the following years, several other
mannequin-based patient simulators were developed
and introduced in the middle to late 1980s. Noteworthy among others is Harvey, a cardiology mannequin
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simulator released in 1976, which is able to simulate
the arterial pulse, blood pressure, jugular venous wave,
precordial movements, and heart sounds in normal and
diseased states.176 In 1986, a team at Stanford, headed
at first by Gaba and DeAnda,177 developed a full-scale
simulator called the Comprehensive Anesthesia Simulation Environment (CASE); they used it initially to study
the decision-making processes of anesthesia professionals during critical events,68,178,179 but they were
also interested in its use for training. Over a few years,
with their recognition of the parallels with Crew/Crisis/Cockpit Resource Management (CRM) in aviation
this team developed their flagship simulation training
course Anesthesia Crisis Resource Management (ACRM,
see Chapter 6).180,181 Newer commercially-available
mannequin-based patient simulators have been in use
in anesthesiology since about 1995, and considerable
collective experience with the devices already has been
achieved. Currently, full-size mannequin-based simulation devices are used in most simulation centers (available now, for example, from the manufacturers Laerdal,
Gaumard, CAE Healthcare, and others). Such devices
allow the simulation of rapidly changing physiology and
can support a variety of hands-on interventions (e.g., airway management, vascular cannulation, drug administration, electric countershock, or pacing). Some devices
allow the system automatically to recognize injection of
specific medications or therapeutic maneuvers, such as
cardiac massage, and then—with or without instructor
input—to respond in an appropriate manner.182 Even
though highly developed, mannequins still miss important features. Box 7.2 shows desirable features of future
MBS systems.
PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

From a patient safety and teaching point of view, it is a
mistake to focus too much on complicated and nice-tohave features that the latest device might offer. Those
features and add-ons will not necessarily improve simulations or benefit participants. High-fidelity simulation may
be useful, but that will not necessarily require a simulation device with complex features. It is critical pedagogically, and economically, to match the simulation device
to the target population and objectives of the simulation
activity.
(Computer) Screen-based simulators (microsimulators). Beginning in the mid-1980s, several screen-based,
also called screen-only simulators (microsimulators),
were developed by anesthesiologists. These included
(1) screen-based part-task trainers that simulated isolated aspects of anesthesia, such as the uptake and distribution of anesthetic gases in the body given different
physiologic and physical chemistry situations (e.g., the
well-known Gasman program183); and (2) screen-based
overall-task trainers that represented nearly all aspects
of the patient and clinical environment. Originally, the
patient was represented by drawings or animations,
but increasingly in these systems the representation
of the patient is by photographs or videos. Vital signs
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BOX 7.2 Desirable Features of Future
Mannequin-Based Simulator Systems
$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Ability to interface to or to mimic advanced brain monitoring
such as: AEP, Auditory evoked potential; BIS, bispectral index;
EEG, electroencephalographic; PSI, patient state index.
Advanced skin signs such as: change in skin color to cyanotic or
pale, improved diaphoresis, change in skin temperature (e.g., as
a result of shock or fever), rash, hives, or generalized edema
Regurgitation, vomiting, airway bleeding or secretions
Physical coughing (currently only sounds are simulated)
Realistic convulsions
Purposeful movements of extremities
Improved or possible support for spinal, epidural, or other
regional anesthesia procedures
Improved EEG signals (e.g., for BIS, AEP, PSI)
Improved intracranial pressure
Support for physical central venous and arterial cannulation
Improved fetal and maternal cardiotocogram

Please note: This list contains features that are not currently incorporated. Some features may be under development and could be
available after publication of this book. In addition, some features
are currently available as third-party or homemade add-ons.

appearing on virtual monitors may mimic real clinical
devices. Actions are selected typically using a graphic
user interface, pointing and clicking on menus and buttons, and using sliders and numeric entry boxes to allow
control of most kinds of interventions that clinicians use
on a regular basis.
Part-task trainers and virtual procedural simulators.
In the 21st century, advancements in engineering and
computer science have stimulated a new era of simulator
technology, including:
□ Part-task trainers in the form of anatomic mock-up devices that are made from synthetic material to represent
human body parts, such as models that allow training of
central line placement, epidural catheter insertion, cricothyroidotomy, or chest drainage. Over several decades,
tissue-based simulation—representing some sort of parttask trainer—has become more common, with trainees
no longer learning procedural skills using animal models
because of cost and issues of animal rights.
□ Virtual simulators for surgical and procedural skills
(i.e., hardware and software that provide haptic feedback for performing realistic laparoscopic cholecystectomy, bronchoscopy, colonoscopy, echocardiography,
and endovascular procedures).182 In these systems,
the synthetic (virtual) environment exists solely in the
computer. The real procedure is performed by using a
video display that can be recreated by the simulator.
The person simulating the procedure interacts with the
video display through the eyes (without or with headmounted glasses) and the ears, and usually the hands,
if the simulator features special instruments, instrumented gloves, or sensors. For anesthesia, for example,
there exist VR simulators to train the conduct of fiberoptic intubation184,185 and regional anesthesia.186,187
Two systematic reviews are available for more in-depth
information on the general use of simulation teaching
regional anesthesia.188,189
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Virtual reality and augmented reality (usually via
head-mounted displays). Both immersive virtual reality (VR), which fully integrates the human user into the
computer’s world, and augmented reality (AR), which
adds computer-generated imagery onto or next to the
real-world view, typically use head-mounted displays
to either replace ordinary vision or to augment it. Both
approaches have been described in the literature, often
in prototype or research-only settings. This chapter will
discuss only VR and not AR. The authors (DG in particular) have been evaluating commercially available
systems for head-mounted display VR. For health care
they seem to fall into two categories: (1) visualization of
objects or spaces—typically for anatomical structures,
or for architectural environments, and (2) physically
interactive clinical environments—meaning the clinicians themselves can move with the space and interact
directly with each other and the virtually presented
patient, essentially the VR equivalent of physical mannequin-based simulation. Visualization applications are
much more common and are direct applications of consumer VR hardware and software (e.g., visualizing the
human heart in all its detail inside and out instead of,
say, the Taj Mahal). Fully interactive VR makes use of
commercial head-mounted displays and other gear but
is more complex to create the clinical space, patient, and
equipment while providing for multiple physical participants to interact with seamless head and body movements.
Both types of VR are still in quite early stages of
practical implementation in health care and how these
approaches can best be used in health care remains to
be seen, but the tide is now turning away from arcane
research or “vaporware” to an era of rapidly improving
practical devices and applications. Although Gaba has
previously written that VR would soon (by 2020-2025)
completely replace all physical simulation, this now
seems unlikely in that time frame; in fact, it is likely that
VR will join the spectrum of simulation modalities each of
which has a set of unique advantages and disadvantages
relative to the others.
Virtual Environment/Virtual World. A related type of
virtual simulation is the virtual environment or virtual
world. According to Wikipedia, a virtual world is a computer-based simulated environment intended for its users
to inhabit and interact through avatars (users’ graphic
representation of themselves). Such systems typically
allow multiple participants to control their own avatars (including speech) simultaneously over a network
and to interact verbally and by virtual physical actions
within a commonly perceived virtual environment. This
technology currently portrays the virtual world as perspective three-dimensional images (or possibly true 3D)
on a computer screen with sound. Virtual worlds are
most commonly used for computer games. In a medical
virtual world, the patient may be an automated avatar
controlled by the computer, or the patient may be an
avatar inhabited by a human participant. Kleinert and
colleagues published a review of such systems in 2015
and concluded that the development and validation of
such simulators will need to be the subject of further
research.190

Standardized patients. Standardized patients (SPs; in
some countries referred to as “simulated patients”)
are actors/role players who are trained to represent
a patient’s condition (e.g., symptoms or social situation) and may be trained to score a participant’s performance and to provide informative feedback. Over the
last three decades, students increasingly learn skills in
medical history taking and physical examinations using
SPs.170 Overviews of the use and implementation of SPs
in anesthesia education are available.191-193 SP-based
simulations are increasingly being used for issues such as
disclosure of bad news and other difficult conversation as
well as in pain medicine. 194
Hybrid simulation. Hybrid simulation means combining different types of simulation modalities during a
simulation scenario. It can be used in different ways and
serves several purposes: (1) Pairing simulation devices in
parallel. This way, a training atmosphere can be established, in which different professions can have credible
clinical work for their role. For example, when training
the management of complications in the OR with surgeons and anesthesiologists together, it is helpful if both
professions have clear functions during the scenario.
For example, Kjellin et al. performed a multidisciplinary
OR team training, where training was performed in a
mock-up OR equipped with a mannequin-based patient
simulator and a laparoscopic simulator.195 Another
option is to integrate manufactured life-like surgical
models with the mannequin, as used by Weller et al.
for multidisciplinary OR team training.14 (2) Pairing
simulation devices in sequence. This way, the best characteristics of each simulation modality can be used in
a scenario and create a simulation that is more than
the sum of the parts. For example, a scenario can start
with a standardized patient/role player presenting in
a patient bed or gurney; the simulation can be transferred to a mannequin at a critical point, such as when
invasive activities are needed (e.g., intubation or CPR)
or when giving birth. Cantrell and Deloney offer suggestions for integrating SPs into high-fidelity simulation
scenarios.192 !

Simulation Fidelity and
Classification of Simulators
Simulation is becoming more commonly used for education and training purposes as well as for continuing professional development. But people often have very different
perceptions of the definition of the term simulation. This
highlights the need for definitions of simulation modalities,
simulation fidelity, a classification of the relevant technologies and features, and also a brief overview about the methods of teaching.
Simulation fidelity and simulator capability. In the
simulation literature the term fidelity—which means
how closely something replicates reality—is often used
to refer to specific devices or products. In contrast, the
authors believe strongly that this is a misnomer and
that the concept of fidelity is a property of the simulation activity and not primarily of the device(s) or
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Fig. 7.3 Schematic diagram of the generic architecture of patient simulator systems. The simulator generates a representation of the patient and
the work environment with appropriate interface hardware, display technologies, or both. The representation is perceived by the anesthesia professional, whose actions are input to the simulator through physical actions or input devices. The behavior of the simulated scenario is manipulated by the
instructor or operator through a workstation that allows selection of different patients, abnormal events, and other features of the simulated patient.
The control may be manual, script based, or model based with manual adaptation to reach optimal learning outcomes. ICU, Intensive care unit; OR,
operating room. (Diagram by D.M. Gaba.)

products used. That is, fidelity is determined by the
number of aspects that are replicated by the simulation (not only physical ones) and the applicable representation of each aspect relative to that of the real
world (see subchapter on simulation realism). The
fidelity required of a simulation depends on the stated
goals and participant population. Some goals can be
achieved with minimal and low fidelity, whereas others require very high fidelity.
Classification of simulators. For some purposes it is useful to compare the levels or specifics of the particular
technological capabilities of simulator devices. There is no
universally accepted classification scheme for describing
simulators in anesthesia.169 Any classification involves
some overlapping and gray areas.159 Cumin and Merry
describe a classification that is based on the three pillars of
(1) user interaction, (2) physiology base, and (3) use.196
Gaba171 classifies simulation modalities according to the
following scheme: verbal simulation (i.e., “what-if” discussions, storytelling, trigger videos, role playing), SPs,
part-task trainers (including realistic mock-up devices
and tissue simulation), computer patient (i.e., VR simulation, microsimulators/screen-based simulators), and
electronic patient.
In this chapter, a patient simulator (as opposed to a
part-task trainer) is a system that presents an approximation of a whole patient (not only parts of it) and a clinical
work environment of immediate relevance to anesthesiologists (e.g., operating room, postanesthesia care unit,
ICU, etc.). A patient simulator system contains several
components (Fig. 7.3).159 Some of the currently available
features of typical mannequin-based patient simulators
are presented in Table 7.1.

In the following, the major education and teaching
purposes of main simulator classifications are presented.
The presentation is partly based on the idea of the Miller
prism (also pyramid or triangle) of clinical competence.
For a more elaborate overview the reader is referred to
further literature.75
Miller’s learning pyramid. For each simulation a variety
of different learning objectives exist. Largely they can be
aligned to the Miller pyramid197 shown in Fig. 7.4. On
the cognition level, simulations can be used to help learners acquire new knowledge and to better understand
conceptual relations and dynamics (“knows,” “knows
how”). For example, physiologic simulations allow students to watch cardiovascular and respiratory functions
unfold over time and how they respond to interventions—in essence, bringing textbooks, diagrams, and
graphs to life. The next step on the spectrum is acquisition of isolated skills to accompany knowledge (“knows
how,” later “shows how”). Some skills follow swiftly
from conceptual knowledge (e.g., cardiac auscultation)
while others involve intricate and complex psychomotor activities (e.g., catheter placement or intubation).
Isolated technical and non-technical skills must then be
assembled into care processes and existing workflow concepts, creating a new layer of clinical practices (“shows
how,” later “does”). Over time those assembled skills get
integrated into practice and become part of daily performance (“does”). The expert health care professional
performs only in the “does” triangle, except when honing old skills or learning new ones. However, there may
be a gap between the level of performance that individuals—or teams or work units—“do” compared to the optimal level. Often, clinicians might be able to demonstrate
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TABLE 7.1 Functionality of Typical Current Mannequin-Based Simulator Systems*
Clinical Area

Features and Functions

Remarks

Airway

Appropriate pharyngeal and glottic anatomy
Placement of facemask, ETT, supraglottic airway devices, Combitube
Laryngospasm, tongue and airway swelling, cervical immobility, jaw
closure, breakable teeth
Cricothyrotomy
Transtracheal jet ventilation
Bronchial anatomy (to the lobar bronchus level)

The airway often provides an acceptable seal for ETT;
the seal for supraglottic airway devices can be variable, but it generally does allow positive pressure
ventilation.
The facemask seal is variable (plastic on plastic)
Cricothyrotomy of modest anatomic realism; the tissue
does not feel like real skin and lacks a subcutaneous
fat layer; no bleeding occurs; however, the simulation
does allow going through the physical steps of inserting a subglottic surgical airway.

Head

Eyelid movement, pupil dilation, and reaction to light or medications
Patient voice and sounds such as coughing and vomiting (through
built-in loudspeaker)
Palpable carotid pulses
Cyanosis represented by blue light at the edge of the mouth

A live voice is preferred to the prerecorded audio clips
because of higher flexibility in scenarios.
The blue light is a cue that the patient is cyanotic, but
it does not physically replicate the appearance of
cyanosis.

Tearing, sweating
Chest

Physiologic and pathophysiologic heart and breath sounds
Spontaneous breathing with chest wall movement

Bronchospasm
Adjustable pulmonary compliance
Adjustable airway resistance
Pneumothorax
Needle thoracotomy and chest tube placement

Breath and heart sounds through loudspeakers; sounds
contain artifacts and mechanical noise. Often sound
level depends on position of stethoscope relative to
loudspeaker.

As for cricothyrotomy the anatomy is not very realistic,
but the mannequin may allow performance of these
procedures.

Defibrillation, transthoracic pacing ECG
Chest compressions
Extremities

Palpable pulses (dependent on arterial pressure)
Cuff blood pressure by auscultation, palpation, or oscillometry
Modules for fractures and wound modules
Intravenous line placement
Thumb twitch in response to peripheral nerve stimulation
Arm movement
Representations of tonic-clonic seizure activity

Monitoring
(waveforms
or numeric
readouts)

ECG (including abnormalities in morphology and rhythm)
SpO2

Invasive blood pressure
CVP, PAP, PCWP
Cardiac output
Temperature
CO2 (may be actual CO2 exhalation)
Anesthetic gases (may have actual uptake and distribution of agents)
Cardiopulmonary bypass
Automation and
sensors

Most current simulators do not provide even limited
robotic movement of limbs.
These representations are cues that lack anatomic
reality.
Most simulators provide a simulated virtual vital signs
display; some can interface to actual clinical monitors.

Some simulators include(d) a virtual cardiopulmonary
bypass machine.

Chest compressions
Ventilation rate and volume
Defibrillation and pacing (including energy measurement)
Gas analyzer (inspired O2, anesthetics)
Drug recognition (drug identification and amount)

CO2, Carbon monoxide; CVP, central venous pressure; ECG, electrocardiogram; ETT, endotracheal tube; O2, oxygen; PAP, positive airway pressure; PCWP, pulmonary capillary wedge pressure; SpO2, saturation of peripheral oxygen.
*The features listed are each present in some existing simulators, but not all features are present on any single device. Sets of features depend on the device and
model.
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Fig. 7.4 Miller’s learning pyramid, also known as Miller’s prism of clinical competence.197 Based on the Miller’s learning pyramid, the clinical competence of an anesthesia professional is built on four different competence levels, that can be divided into theory (a person’s cognition: “knows”-”knows
how”) and practice (a person’s behavior: “shows how”-”does”). The most relevant clinical competence is the real time performance (“does”). Those four
levels need to be considered when addressing learning goals as well as assessment goals of simulation. The figure is modified from a publication of
Alinier,368 indicating that simulation fidelity, simulation realism, and simulation complexity increase with different levels of competency.

“knows how”—“shows how” without necessarily being
able to “do” under all relevant circumstances and occasions. Simulation can be a valuable tool to close such
gaps.
PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

In the current health care system, for most invasive procedures, novices’ first time performing a task is on a real
patient, albeit under supervision, and similarly they will
then climb the learning curve by working on real patients.
Simulation offers the possibility of having novices practice
both before their apprenticeship-like work as well as honing those skills with simulation in parallel with their clinical experiences. This is especially useful because simulation
lets them gain experience even with uncommon anatomic
or clinical presentations.
Non-technological simulation. Verbal simulations
(“what-if” discussions), storytelling, paper and pencil
exercises, and experiences with SPs require little or no
technology, but can effectively evoke or recreate challenging clinical situations. Similarly, even pieces of fruit
or simple dolls can be used for training in some manual
tasks. Some education and training on teamwork can be
accomplished with role playing or discussion of videos of
relevant events.
(Computer) Screen-based simulators (microsimulators) that present the patient on the screen as drawings, photos, or videos, while allowing clinical actions
or changes to be chosen can be used to teach basic concepts and technical material, such as the uptake and
distribution of inhaled anesthetics or the pharmacokinetics of intravenous drugs. Such programs are inexpensive and easy to use. They allow the presentation of
and practice with the concepts and procedures involved
in managing normal and abnormal case situations,

mostly targeting the parts of the Miller pyramid referred
to as “knows” and “knows how,” commonly for early
learners.
Part-task trainers include artificial (and occasionally animal or human cadaver) models used to teach particular
procedural skills, for example intubation, intravenous or
intraosseous access, regional anesthesia techniques, thoracic drainage, and use of difficult airway management
devices. These target “knows how” and “shows how.”
Such trainers are most commonly used with novices having little experience with the procedure, or to retrain experienced personnel in the application of the particular tools.
Mannequin-based simulators, representing most or all
of a patient, can be used to capture the full complexity
of the real task domain, including application of clinical skills and clinical algorithms in combination with
human-machine interactions and the complications of
working with multiple personnel. They can be used to
address “shows how” extending into “does,” at least in
simulation (see later section on translational research
levels). Therefore, MBS are appropriate to teach diagnosis and management of challenging situations as well as
non-technical skills and human-factor-based behavior
(see Chapter 6). These can be used, with different educational approaches, for all levels of learners. For early
learners it is common to use a teacher in the room as
an advisor or coach, and to control the simulation by
“pause and reflect” allowing the scenario to be stopped
and continued or restarted as necessary to maximize
their learning.
PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

Compare to Miller’s learning pyramid: If participants are
not (yet) familiar with the clinical concepts, procedures,
or tasks needed for the mannequin-based training, they
should usually be taught those in other ways prior to fullscale simulation.
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TABLE 7.2 Site of Simulation and the Related Advantages and Disadvantages
Site of Simulation

Advantages

Dedicated center
(fixed facility not part of an actual
clinical work unit)

!□! !

!□! !

!□!

Equipment permanently installed, minimized
setup time, high level of control and infrastructure
F! acilitated use of complex audiovisual systems
F! acilitated conduct of detailed debriefing of
simulation involving video review
E! ase of scheduling
N
! o interference with actual clinical work, protects
personnel from being pulled into real clinical work
M
! ultipurpose use

!□!

!□! !

!□! !

!□!

Real clinical site
P
! robing/training of personnel in their actual
work unit, using real equipment/supplies
R
! eady ability for clinicians to attend in proximity
to their work
P
! robes actual clinical site(s) and system(s)
L! ess expensive than operating a dedicated
simulation center

!□! !

!□!

!□!
!□!

!□!

Temporary in situ simulation
(Actual work unit; temporary setup
and takedown)

!□! !

!□!

!□!
!□!

Disadvantages

!□!
!□!
!□!

!□!

!□!

!□!
!□!

!□!

Residential in situ simulation
(Actual work unit; permanent facility)

!□! !

!□! !

!□! !

!□! !

!□!

Good to schedule
S! imulation can be used without clinical space or
a dedicated simulation center needed
E! very training is better than no training
M
! any supplies and some equipment can be
used as if it was the real thing

!□! !

The challenging clinical work of transport itself
Replication of natural flow of patients and handoffs between teams

!□! !

!□!

Peri-situ/off-site simulation
(simulation in a nonclinical environment such as a conference room, etc.)

Vacant clinical space is not always available
Difficulties in scheduling—may need site for clinical use
P
! ossible interference with actual clinical work;
personnel readily drafted to return to clinical
work
D
! istractions from onlookers is hard to control
M
! inimal audiovisual system, less audio-video
recording capability
G
! reat effort of setup and takedown

Same as temporary in situ
Minimized setup time
C
! omplex audio-video system available
E! asy scheduling

!□! !

!□!

!□! !

Inability to recreate exact work unit, equipment,
supplies of diverse target populations
P
! ossible difficulties for clinicians to be off duty to
attend training
P
! ersonnel not readily available for clinical work
E! ventually remote from site of clinical work
C
! reating and maintaining a dedicated simulation
center is expensive
D
! oes not probe actual clinical setting

!□!
!□!

!□!

!□!

!□!
!□!

High cost of creating a permanent simulation
bed in a clinical work unit
P
! ossible interference with actual clinical work;
personnel readily drafted to return to clinical work
D
! istractions from onlookers is hard to control
Lack of ideal realism of bedside or in situ training
Minimal audiovisual system, less audio-video
recording capability
G
! reat effort of setup and takedown
N
! o system probing

Sequential location
simulation/“moving simulation”
(simulated transport of simulator from
site to site)

!□! !

!□! !

!□! !

!□! !

Mobile simulation
(travel of simulation systems and
instructor crew to client or neutral
sites)

!□! !

!□! !

!□! !

!□!

!□!

Simulation expertise brought to those who cannot or wish not to invest in it themselves
F! or in situ use, all advantages thereof

PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

Regardless of the device used, the simulator is only a
teaching tool that must be coupled with an effective curriculum for its use.198 The more complex simulations get
(i.e., MBS) and the more a simulator represents a whole
patient—to be treated by one or more teams—the more
it is important to have qualified instructors with special
training.198
!

Sites of Simulation
Some types of simulation such as nontechnological ones
and those that use videos or computer programs can be
conducted in the privacy of the learners’ home or office
using their own equipment. Part-task trainers and mannequin-based simulation are often used in a dedicated

Requirement for multiple simulation sites
Technologic limitations of portable wireless
simulators
G
! reat effort of setup and takedown
Possibly high transport costs (driver, fuel, vehicle)
For in situ use, all disadvantages thereof plus even
greater effort for setup and takedown

!□! !
!□! !

simulation center, but MBS is increasingly also done “in
situ” (in place)—in a real patient room/bed—or “peri-situ”
(near the place)—nearby elsewhere in the clinical work
unit. For large-scale simulations (e.g., disaster drills49,86),
the entire organization becomes the site of training, or in
the case of a “moving” simulation, different parts of an
organization become the site of training. If the simulation
training takes place outside the organization, but uses the
equipment and personnel of the organization, it is called
“mobile” simulation.
Often simulation personnel that work in a dedicated center may either also conduct simulations “in situ,” “peri-situ,”
“mobile,” and “moving patients exercises” or may mentor
others who do so. The advantages and disadvantages of different simulation sites are discussed in each respective section and summarized in Table 7.2. Sørensen and associates
give an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of
different simulation sites in a recent publication in 2017.199
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Fig. 7.5 Simulation Center Floor Plan. An intermediate-sized simulation center with four simulation rooms (sim room), a computer-based training
room, and several multipurpose rooms, equipped with audio-video patch panels to adjust the room use flexibly to the needs of different training activities (e.g., the large seminar room can be used as a large intensive care unit [ICU] or postanesthesia care unit [PACU]). (Figure by M. Rall & E. Stricker, Center
for Patient Safety and Simulation [TuPASS], Tübingen, Germany.)

DEDICATED SIMULATION CENTER
Many institutions have chosen to construct one or more
complete simulation centers in which to conduct a variety of
education and training sessions. At a few places entire “simulation hospitals” have been created (e.g., Miami, https://
simhospital.sonhs.miami.edu/). Some useful websites of
simulation centers and other resources are listed at the end
of the chapter (Appendix 7.1). The cost structure of a simulation center is a complex issue (see later subchapter). But
these programs and their managers in charge have already
voted with their feet on the issue of cost versus benefit.
In a dedicated simulation center, one or more simulators
may be used, typically in rooms that partially or fully replicate, in a relatively generic fashion, various clinical environments (e.g., operating room, ICU, labor and delivery,
emergency department, etc.). Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 show
the floorplan of a medium-sized and a large simulation center. Fig. 7.6 shows the floor plan of the Immersive Learning Center at Stanford University, a pioneering center for
health care simulation.
Typically, simulation centers provide a separate control
room to allow complex simulations to be presented without an instructor intruding on the simulated case. Fig. 7.7
shows a simulation control room. Many simulation centers
have audio-video systems allowing the recording of multiple views during patient simulation. Some centers have
computer-based systems to allow annotation of video on
the fly and rapid search to the marked portions, but others

have found that such mechanisms are not necessary to support debriefing. Dedicated centers typically provide one or
more debriefing rooms, often with video replay capability.
Ideally a center is located to be easily accessible to a variety
of participant populations. Designing, equipping, and overseeing construction of a simulation center may benefit from
special knowledge or prior experience.200,201
Universities and hospitals or hospital networks are
increasingly constructing very large multidisciplinary and
multimodal simulation facilities that often still have anesthesiologists in leadership positions. Often, these kind of
facilities combine all the types of simulation and immersive
learning in one large unit, including actors playing SPs
(usually in clinic settings), mannequin-based simulation,
part-task and surgical and procedural trainers, wet and dry
work (e.g., plaster casting or procedures on food products),
and different forms of VR. Sometimes these incorporate
facilities for dissection of cadavers or the use of anesthetized
animals but often these are in other pre-existing sites. Some
institutions have many simulation centers, associated with
different learner populations, in different locales, or featuring different kinds of simulation equipment.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Dedicated Simulation Centers. Simulation in a dedicated center facilitates
scheduled training and allows the use of complex audiovisual gear and a variety of simulation and clinical equipment,
with substantial storage. Devices can be preset, tested, and
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Fig. 7.6 Simulation Center Floor Plan. Floor plan of a large interdisciplinary simulation center for multiple domains (anesthesia, surgery, students)
with several multipurpose simulation rooms (sim room) and skills laboratories. (Figure by D. M. Gaba at the Immersive Learning Center at the Stanford School
of Medicine, Stanford, California.)

ready to go, with briefing and debriefing facilities immediately at hand. In a dedicated center inexpensive discarded,
flawed, or outdated clinical equipment and supplies can
be safely used. When a center incorporates all modalities
of simulation in one place it fosters hybrid techniques, as
when an actor playing a standardized patient is combined
with a part-task trainer, or when a surgical simulator is
combined with a mannequin-based patient simulator.
The main disadvantage of a dedicated center is its cost
of construction and outfitting. Moreover, no matter how
well equipped it is, it can never replicate the equipment,

layout, and clinical processes of any specific clinical workplace. Also, participants know from the very beginning
that the activity is a simulation and not the real thing.!

TRAINING AND PROBING WHERE CLINICIANS
WORK
There are several approaches to conducting simulations in
or near actual sites of clinical work. By necessity institutions
without a dedicated simulation center must use one of these
approaches, but they are useful for many other reasons.
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Fig. 7.7 Simulation control room. Through a window wall the simulation control room is separated from the actual simulation room.
Several instructors can have a look on the simulation either via the windows, or via one of the several screens that show different views of the
simulation room. In front of the instructors the workstation for control
of the simulator system itself is placed, including an audio control desk
with control of the simulated patient voice, the voice for in-scenario
guiding, and several wireless headset channels. (Photograph provided by
D.M. Gab; control room of the Stanford Immersive Learning Center.)

In Situ Simulation
In situ simulation is conducted in an actual bed/gurney/bay
of a real clinical workplace, such as, for example, OR, ICU,
trauma room, postanesthesia unit, or ward. ISS training is
often used for complex patient simulation scenarios with
experienced single-discipline or interprofessional staff. It is
typically used for training in order to create high environmental fidelity and/or to probe procedures or the system (see
earlier subchapter “Application of Simulation”).4,75,83-87,202
ISS can be a useful training option especially for training in
unique workplaces that are difficult to recreate with adequate realism (see later subchapter on simulation realism)
in a simulation center or elsewhere, such as a catheterization laboratory, a CT scanner, an ambulance, or an air rescue aircraft (Figs. 7.8 to 7.15).
Rosen and colleagues203 reviewed the use of in situ simulation in the continuing education for health care professions. They summarized that a positive impact of ISS on
learning and organizational performance has been demonstrated in a small number of studies. They also indicated
that the evidence surrounding ISS efficacy is still emerging
and that existing research is promising.
Most ISS is performed mobile as a temporary setup only for
the training sessions. In very few institutions a simulator is
permanently installed in a clinical workplace, for example,
creating a simulation-specific patient room in the actual ICU.
Advantages and Disadvantages of In Situ Simulation.
ISS seems ideal in that it probes and challenges personnel
and systems as they actually exist, thus unmasking real
issues of patient care. It is available, in principle, to all sites,
even those without a dedicated center, and it is conducive
to short courses and unannounced mock event drills.
Because it takes place in the actual work unit, it will
eliminate travel time to a dedicated center and will put participants at ease. Some substantial disadvantages include
potential distractions by ongoing clinical work, lack of privacy, logistics of setup and takedown, reduced availability of
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Fig. 7.8 In situ mobile simulation in a catheterization laboratory
(cath lab). The simulator is placed on the cath lab table, surrounded
by the x-ray equipment, thus complicating treatment of the patient
by limiting space. The vital signs monitor provides relevant data to
the clinical team. The simulator is controlled from the cath lab control
room. Multiple mobile cameras and a scan converter for vital signs provide a live video transmission to a temporary debriefing area for the
nonactive part of the training group and allows for crisis resource management–based debriefings. (Photograph by M. Rall.)

Fig. 7.9 In situ mobile simulation in a dentist chair. The simulator was equipped with artificial teeth gum and a chalk tooth to drill,
thereby simulating the dentist’s procedures. Then emergencies developed, allowing the team to respond. Training focused on crisis resource
management key points and medical aspects including use of an automated external defibrillator. (Photograph by M. Rall.)

AV and simulation equipment, and supply costs (many ISS
activities use the unit’s real clinical supplies as needed).204
ISS can be difficult to organize, schedule, and control. The
clinical area planned for simulation may not be vacant or
may be needed on short notice. Staff members engaged in
the simulation are prone to being pulled into clinical duty,
and training sessions may be interrupted. Raemer204 summarized potential risks of ISS and amplified some of the
safety hazards of simulation itself including maintaining
control of simulated medications and equipment, limiting
the use of valuable hospital resources, preventing incorrect
learning from simulation shortcuts, and profoundly upsetting patients and their families. In our experience, patients
and families are rarely upset and in fact often are pleased to
see that such serious training is going on.!
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Fig. 7.10 In situ mobile simulation team training in the operating room (OR). The mobile simulation control room is set up outside the OR. The
instructors can watch the simulation scenario either indirectly via live video coverage (left photo) or directly via the OR window (right photo). (Photograph provided by M. Rall, InPASS in situ training in the OR at Scuol Hospital, Switzerland, Chairman: J. Koppenberg.)

Peri-situ or Off-site Simulation
If simulation is, in principle, worthwhile, then doing simulation anywhere is probably better than not doing it at all.
Peri-situ simulation (PSS) means simulating in the clinical
work unit, but not in an actual patient room/bay/bed—for
example in a conference room, or even hallway of the unit.
This may be done when an ISS session is planned but there
is no actual clinical spot available, or it may be done this
way on purpose. PSS has some of the advantages of ISS in
terms of locale, systems, and supplies, but it lacks the ideal
realism of an actual bedside. When simulation is done outside a clinical unit (say a nonclinical conference room) or in
a public area of a hospital it is referred to as off-site simulation (OSS).!

Fig. 7.11 In situ mobile simulation team training in a medical air
rescue helicopter. The mobile simulation control room with several
cameras and microphones is set up outside the helicopter and provides
a multi-perspective view inside to monitor the scenario and react to
activities performed. (Photograph taken by M. Rall at Airmed 2008 with the
German Air Rescue (DRF) team.)

Fig. 7.12 In situ mobile simulation trauma team training at a large
trauma center. (Photo provided by M. Rall.)

Sequential Location Simulation
This is sometimes called moving simulation and it simulates the patient moving between different sites of care in
one scenario, at each stop enacting what might transpire
in that location. For example, the patient could be brought
to the emergency department by ambulance; assessed and
treated; then taken to CT scan, interventional radiology, or
OR; and finally transferred to an ICU. Moving simulation
may be best accomplished as ISS or PSS, but again, there
will be some value to it even if each stop cannot be simulated perfectly. To do it with full veracity requires intensive
coordination and complex choreography of simulation
equipment and personnel. It is probably only worth it if
done occasionally and primarily with a focus on systems
probing and improvement. Moving simulations can address
different specific issues at each stop, depending on the most
important systems probing and learning issues for each.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Moving Simulation. Like all kinds of ISS, moving simulation is a powerful tool to detect latent threats in the system. Apart from a
focus on latent threats in certain workspaces, this kind of
ISS can detect challenges in the course of transport to those
workspaces. As mentioned above, the organizational and
technical preparations, the technical challenges, and the
movement of the whole simulation gear paired with the
clinical staff needed in order to make moving simulations
work imply huge effort.!
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Fig. 7.13 In situ mobile simulation in an intensive care unit (ICU)/
intermediate medical care unit location. The training in clinical
areas is especially useful for ICU-like surroundings. Crisis resource management–based trainings showcase these highly complex problems
and the interactions needed to coordinate high-performing ICU teams.
The training allows for checking the local arrangement of equipment
and the readiness to react to certain emergencies. There are already
a few examples of permanent in situ simulation facilities in ICUs (see
text). (Photograph by M. Rall.)

Fig. 7.14 In situ mobile crisis resource management (CRM)–
focused simulation team training inside an operating room. This
debriefing room is temporarily set up in an induction room. The use
of videos for debriefing (here on a 42-inch flat panel placed over the
basin) is feasible even in this setting. Training inside a hospital often
includes training actual teams with the same setup, if possible conducting training for a large proportion of the relevant personnel. “Enbloc” training sessions may have a greater impact and longer-lasting
effects of the lessons learned, including CRM behaviors. (Photograph by
team TuPASS [Center for Patient Safety and Simulation, University Hospital,
Tübingen, Germany], who performed a full team training of the anesthesia
department at Steinenberg Medical Center, Reutlingen, Germany.)

MOBILE SIMULATION: “HAVE SIMULATOR, WILL
TRAVEL”
Mobile simulation means that the simulator and the audiovisual gear are transported outside the originating institution
for purposes of a simulation event. This makes simulation
activities an option for clinical sites that lack a dedicated
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Fig. 7.15 Neonatal crisis resource management and resuscitation
training at a neonatal emergency workplace. The experienced
instructor (on the right side of the infant) is a confederate acting as part
as the team, whereas others in the control room preside over simulation. (Photograph taken at Stanford Simulation Center, Stanford University,
Palo Alto, California; provided by M. Rall.)

simulation center or the expertise to do ISS/PSS in their
own institution.
Mobile simulation can be conducted in clinical settings or
in conference rooms, or even hotel meeting rooms. Mobile
simulation can be provided by staff from simulation centers
that have mobile simulator and audiovisual equipment and
are equipped to travel with it. In some places there are small
simulation centers built into a truck or bus.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Mobile Simulation. For clients who use mobile simulation, the construct
of mobile simulation for sure is a great way to know the
promise of simulation training and system probing without extra time and money for staff travelling. At the same
time, mobile simulation offers the advantage of external
peer feedback. This way normalizations of deviance (see
Chapter 6) and pitfalls that are not noticed by internal personnel anymore can be detected by external instructors.
Organizations that offer mobile simulation show a greater
flexibility for training opportunities. Such organizations
can not only offer training at nearly any workspace in
their own organization, but also offer simulation to other
organizations. This way, the organization’s own simulation activities might be funded and vacant equipment and
personnel capacities used.!

Simulation Team Training
Participants: Who Should Be
Trained and in What Composition?
Each discipline in health care can be considered a crew containing one or more individuals. Several crews may work
together closely as a team. The operating room team, for
example, consists of an anesthesia crew, a surgery crew,
and a nursing crew (and crews of technicians and support
personnel). The members within a crew are likely to be
more familiar with each other than with members of other
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crews. Such mutual professional (and private) “knowing
about each other”—perhaps by enhancing their shared
mental model—could be an important influence on their
performance.205
Many simulation applications are targeted at individuals.
These may be especially useful for teaching knowledge and
basic skills or for practice on specific psychomotor tasks. As in
other high-reliability industries (including anesthesiology, see
chapter 6), individual skill is a fundamental building block, but
empiric findings show that individual performance is not sufficient to achieve optimal overall performance, and to achieve
optimal safety.206 Performance and safety unfold in the interplay between people and in their interaction with each other,
equipment, and organizational structures and processes. That
is the reason why in high-reliability organizations a considerable emphasis is applied at higher organizational levels, in
various forms of teamwork and communication training, and
interpersonal relations. This approach is often summarized
under the rubric of crisis resource management (see Chapter 6
and later section).24,207,208 The importance of teamwork and
team training is widely accepted in health care and anesthesia,33,209-216 although team training is still not widely implemented. The prerequisites for effective teamwork (e.g., team
leadership, mutual performance monitoring, back-up and
speak-up behavior, adaptability and team orientation, the
concept of team cognition, etc.) are discussed in Chapter 6.
One of the special features of health care teams that poses
several challenges is the frequently changing composition of
teams with changing crews. Within a discipline, crew membership may fluctuate. For example, in anesthesia or the resuscitation team. Those teams or crews are also referred to as
“action teams” (see Chapter 6).
When simulation is intended to go beyond specific medical and technical skills for individuals (as, for example, in
CRM-oriented patient simulation) and to involve non-technical skills and teamwork, one can distinguish between single-discipline and multidiscipline approaches. CRM-based
“team training” may be addressed first to crews (known as
single-discipline teams), and then to teams (known as multidiscipline teams).217 Commonly, in a broader sense and used
this way in this chapter, the term “team training” refers to
both single-discipline as well as multidiscipline training. For
both approaches the best way to train and transfer learning
for everyday instances at work is to arrange the training (1)
interprofessional (doctors, nurses, allied health personnel,
etc.) and (2) in realistic crew/team compositions and roles
in regard to the learning objective (“train as you work”—
see patient simulation action box below).
PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

“Train as you work.” When conducting patient simulation
training with more experienced personnel—beyond “early
learners”—those who work together should train together
when possible. Although built on a foundation of previous
experience and crew-specific training, working together in
simulation will hone the skills of coordinating tasks, goals,
and strategies in the overall treatment of the patient.
Furthermore, teams exist in actual work units in an organization (e.g., a specific ICU), each of which can be its own
target for training, and in organizations as a whole (e.g., entire

hospitals or networks). Each unit can have specific characteristics, culture, etc., that will influence how receptive participants
are for training and how easily they can apply in the clinical
setting what they learned during simulation. Growing interest and experience have been shown in applying simulation to
nonclinical personnel and work units in health care organizations (e.g., to managers, executives, informal leaders).73,74
Addressing teamwork in the single-discipline approach
in contrast to the multidiscipline approach has advantages and disadvantages.155 For maximal benefit, these
approaches are used in a complementary fashion.

TRAINING INDIVIDUALS
Simulation-based training of individual skills can be used to
educate learners (Miller learning pyramid “knows,” “knows
how,” see Fig. 7.4), to promote psychomotor skills (“knows
how,” “shows how”), and to help integrate different kinds of
skills into an effective whole. Usually, early learners need to
start somewhere, as do experienced people trying to learn completely new skills or procedures. Whereas screen-based simulators can be used for educational purposes and the acquisition
of basic procedural knowledge, part-task trainers promote
psychomotor skills, and mannequin-based simulation allows
training to bring different concepts together. When mannequin-based simulation is used for the training of individuals
(who still perform as a crew!), the focus of patient simulation
training lies either (1) on training an individual’s clinical skills,
for example following a treatment algorithm; or (2) on training non-technical skills such as leadership, communication,
task management, etc.; or (3) both.!

TRAINING CREWS: INTERPROFESSIONAL
SINGLE-DISCIPLINE TEAM TRAINING
Training for crews (e.g., anesthesiologists) involves simulation scenarios, in which all participants are from a single
discipline and in which the scenarios are highly relevant to
the crew (both in regard to clinical and non-technical skills).
The other team members’ roles (i.e., surgeons, etc.) are either
played by instructor personnel or clinically savvy actors; less
critical team roles may be played by participants or, when
necessary, not present at all. In this approach the interaction
with specific types of behaviors by other crew or team members can be addressed by an instructor or an actor assuming
that role as a confederate. These roles can be designed such
that participants can be exposed to different kinds of challenges systematically.
This approach allows tailoring simulations to challenge
skills, knowledge, and situations specific to the discipline,
including material that may be of little relevance to other
members of the team and in the context of a wide variety of
clinical situations (e.g., cardiac, orthopedic, or general surgery; labor and delivery; intensive care). Single-discipline
training can emphasize generic skills of dynamic decision
making, resource management, leadership, and teamwork
applicable to any challenging clinical situation that is relevant to the particular discipline.
The single-discipline approach may be of particular relevance and value for professionals who work in many different
settings and who do not work in permanent crews or teams
(“action teams,” such as in anesthesia, see Chapter 6), and
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who therefore must acquire generic teamwork and communication skills that can be used with all co-workers. For dedicated
center simulations, single-discipline sessions are simpler logistically because only one discipline needs to be present, rather
than scheduling someone from each of the disciplines.!

one else’s shoes.” It would be foolish, for example, to debrief
anesthesia professionals on their surgical skills or behavior as
a surgeon. Acting out may be fun for play but it is disrespectful to others, and wastes valuable simulation time.

TRAINING TEAMS: INTERPROFESSIONAL
MULTIDISCIPLINE TEAM TRAINING

EN-BLOC TRAINING: AVOIDING SUB-THRESHOLD
TRAINING EFFECTS

In health care, interdisciplinary teams are becoming ubiquitous. At the same time, experts from each discipline do
not necessarily combine to make an expert team.218 The
complementary approach is to conduct multidiscipline team
training (also called combined team training or interprofessional training [IPE]). Here, the crews of different disciplines
who might work together undergo training together, each
acting in their own usual roles, and scenarios designed to
challenge all of the disciplines. Multidiscipline team training allows for more natural team interactions and reinforces
understanding across the disciplines. Successful examples
of such undertakings have been reported in many fields
where anesthesia professionals are involved, including the
OR,159,219 obstetrics220-222 (combining obstetrics, anesthesia, nursing, and neonatology and pediatrics), intensive care
(combining physicians from multiple disciplines with nursing, respiratory therapy, and pharmacy),223 emergency
department,224,225 and trauma management.30,31,90,226,227
Depending on the training location (see earlier subchapter), the scheduling of the team training poses several
challenges. Multidiscipline training, for example, can be difficult to schedule in a dedicated simulation center. Ideally,
the sessions will have instructors from several disciplines
especially to handle debriefing. Multidiscipline trainings
are typically easier to organize as in situ trainings (see earlier subchapter), or as announced or unannounced “mock
events” (see next subchapter) that activate the actual designated team (e.g., ward or unit team, rapid response team, or
code team). In the latter situation, the team does not know
it is a simulation until they arrive at the scene.!

If patient simulation is used as an intervention to promote a
patient safety initiative, for example the introduction of crisis resource management (see Chapter 6) to crews or teams,
or the implementation of a new checklist, algorithm, etc.,
the organization/curriculum designer may arrange that all
crew and team members are trained within a short period
of time (i.e. several days or weeks). This would provide a
more concentrated and uniform result. On the other hand,
this may not be possible logistically or politically within the
institution, and may or may not be worth the “political capital” to make it happen. As there are no data to demonstrate
the strength of the en-bloc effect, it is necessary to gauge
under what circumstances it is worth the effort.!

CROSS TRAINING: CHANGING ROLES
The course director of a simulation activity can choose
whether to have all participants act in their own regular role,
or to assume a different role. Each has its advantages. The philosophy of “train as you work and work as you train” would
usually put everyone in their usual role,82 but cross-training
can provide an understanding of and sensitivity to the tasks,
decision making, challenges, and responsibilities of another
profession or discipline. Study results indicate that cross-training is an important determinant of effective teamwork process,
communication, and performance,228 enhanced shared teaminteraction and mental models,229 and helps to maintain team
communication when faced with increased task demands.230
PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

If a cross-training scenario is conducted it is advisable to brief
personnel to represent the other professional role in a rational manner without playing out particular personality quirks
or go “over the top.” The debriefing should emphasize discussion on what individuals can learn from “walking in some-

!

Patient Simulation Timing:
Announced in Advance Versus
Unannounced in Advance
Regardless of site, simulations can be conducted as prescheduled exercises either for personnel in their regularduty roles or for personnel on off-duty or education days.
Typically, unannounced mock events (announced as if
the real thing) would be implemented in a department
after making potential participants aware of this possibility on a general level. Again, scheduled and unscheduled
ISSs are complementary approaches, each with its own
pros and cons. An obvious challenge is that it takes participants away from their actual patient care activities so that
ground rules need to be established concerning when and
how to abort the exercise when necessary. On the other
hand, when done only occasionally and with appropriate
safeguards, the clinical system needs to probe its ability to
ensure good patient care when an emergency team is called
to an event. In summary, the technique has high potential
for organizational learning when done carefully.
A number of recent publications discuss the advantages and disadvantages of unannounced mock events
as well as issues concerning the implementation of such
programs.199,231-233!

Scopes of Simulation in Health
Care: The 12 Dimensions of
Simulation
Many different aspects and variations of simulation have
been presented so far; they represent examples of combinations of choices from 12 (originally 11171) different dimensions of the simulation universe. Each dimension has a
variety of choices—a spectrum—to choose from (Fig. 7.16).
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1. Spectrum of the purpose of simulation

Education

Training

Performance
Assessment

Clinical
Rehearsal

Research
(Human Factors)

Work Unit

Organization

2. Spectrum of the unit of participation in the simulation

Individual

Crew

Team

3. Spectrum of the experience levels of simulation participants

School
Primary
Secondary

College;
University

Initial Professional
Education

Residency or
On-the-Job
Training

Continuing
Education and
Training

4. Spectrum of health care domains in which to apply simulation

Imaging
(Radiology
Pathology)

Primary Care;
Psychiatry

In-Hospital
Ward-Based
(Medicine/
Pediatrics)

Procedural
(Surgery,
OB/GYN)

Dynamic,
High-Hazard
(OR, ICU, ED)

5. Spectrum of health care disciplines and personnel who participate in the simulation

Aides;
Clerks

Allied Health;
Technicians

Nurses
(Including Advanced
Practice Nurses)

Physicians

Managers;
Executives;
Trustees

Regulators;
Legislators

6. Spectrum of knowledge, skill, behavior being addressed

Conceptual
Understanding
Knows*

Technical Skills
Knows How*
Shows How*
Does

Decision-Making Skills
Meta-Cognition
Static Dynamic

Attitudes & Behaviors
Teamwork
Professionalism

7. Spectrum of the age of patients being simulated

Neonates

Infants

Children; Teens

Adults

Elderly

End of Life

8. Spectrum of the technology applicable or required for simulations

Verbal
Role-Playing

Standardized
Patients
(Actor)

Part-Task Trainer
Physical
Virtual Reality

Computer Patient
Computer screen;
Screen-Based
Virtual World

Electronic Patient
Replica of Clinical Site;
Mannequin-Based;
Full Virtual Reality

9. Spectrum of site of simulation

Home or Office
School or
Multimedia
Library
Screen-Only
Multimedia
Simulations
Screen-Only
Simulations

A

Dedicated Laboratory
Physical Part-Task
Trainers
Virtual Reality
Part-task Trainers

Dedicated
Simulation Center
Replica Clinical Sites
Patient Simulation
Systems
Full Video Capture

Actual Work
Unit
In-situ Simulation
Mobile Simulation

Fig. 7.16 The 12 dimensions of simulation applications. (A) Dimensions 1-9. *These terms are used according to Miller’s pyramid of learning.
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10. Spectrum of extent of direct participation in simulation

Remote
Viewing
Only
No Interaction

Remote Viewing Remote Viewing
with Verbal
with Hands-on
Interaction
Interaction
Simulation-Based Remote Haptic
M&M Conference Surgical Trainer

Direct On-site
Hands-On
Participation
Replica clinical sites
Full Video capture

Immersive
Participation
In-situ Simulation
Mobile Simulation

11. Spectrum of feedback method accompanying simulation

None

Automatic Critique Instructor Critique Real-time Critique
by Simulator
of Records of Prior
Pause/start
Real-Time
Simulation
Real-Time
Delayed
Sessions
Mentoring

Video-Based
Post-hoc
Debriefing
Individual/Group

12. Spectrum of organizational, professional, and societal embedding of simulation

The application
is rarely
implemented.

B

A few institutions
conduct the
application on an
intermittent,
voluntary basis.

The application
The application is
The application
is in common use widely used and is
is completely
in a few domains
often required.
embedded as a
with some
formal requirement
institutions making
in all institutions.
it mandatory.

Fig. 7.16, cont’d. (B) Dimensions 10-12. Any particular application can be represented as a point or range on each spectrum (shown by diamonds). This
figure illustrates a specific application: multidisciplinary crisis resource management (CRM)-oriented decision making and teamwork training for adult
intensive care unit (ICU) personnel. ED, Emergency department; M&M, morbidity and mortality; OB/GYN, obstetrics and gynecology; OR, operating room.

Any particular simulation activity can be classified by delineating one or more characteristics in each of the 12 dimensions. The different attributes can be combined as needed to
achieve the pursued objectives. Clearly, some combinations
are useless or irrelevant, some are similar to each other, and
others are redundant, but the total number of unique combinations across all dimensions is still very large and only
some combinations have been implemented. Dimensions of
particular relevance are the goals and purposes of the simulation, the target population, the modalities of simulation,
and the pedagogical approach that is used.
The content of many dimensions has been addressed in
detail in the earlier parts of the chapter. Therefore, for the sake
of completeness, only a short description of the dimensions is
given here and the reader is referred back to each section for
more information. Those who seek a detailed description of
the different dimensions are referred to other literature where
the model is described as a whole in detail.75,234
Dimension 1: Purpose and Aims of the Simulation
Activity. The most obvious applications of simulation
have been described in the subchapter “Application of Simulators in Anesthesia and Health Care.” For more detailed
information the reader is referred back to this section. To
summarize the main purposes shortly, they are (1) education, (2) training including clinical rehearsal, (3) performance assessment, (4) research about simulation, and (5)
research with simulation, including (5a) testing of procedures, (5b) testing of equipment, and (5c) system probing.
Dimension 2: Unit of Participation in the Simulation.
The units of participation have been described in the
subchapter on the classification of simulation teams. For
more detailed information the reader is referred back to
this section.

Dimension 3: Experience Level of Simulation Participants. Simulation can be applied along the entire continuum of education of clinical personnel and the public at
large. For more information see earlier subchapter on the
use of simulation in education and training. As mentioned
earlier, simulation training is applicable to health care providers with a range of experience, including experts,2,50
novices and advanced residents,2,90,178,235,236 medical/
nursing/other healthcare profession students,51,52,53-57
and even children.58-61
Dimension 4: Healthcare Domain in Which Simulation is Applied. Simulation techniques can be applied
across nearly all health care domains.18 A summary of
the different domains was given in the earlier subchapter
on “Use of simulation.”
Dimension 5: Healthcare Disciplines of Personnel
Participating in the Simulation. Simulation is applicable to a wide variety of professionals in health care,
not only to physicians. In anesthesiology, simulation has
been applied to novices and experienced trainees, board
certified anesthesiologists, CRNAs, and anesthesia technicians. Simulation is not limited to clinical personnel. It
may be directed at managers, executives, hospital trustees, regulators, and legislators.73,74
Dimension 6: Type of Knowledge, Skill, Attitudes, or
Behavior Addressed in Simulation. Different types of
competences can be addressed with simulation: knowledge,
skill, attitudes, behavior. Based on the Miller pyramid (see
corresponding subchapter), competences can be classified
with regard to their level of appearance to “knows,” “knows
how,” “shows how,” and “does.” Apart from the competences described by Miller,197 Gaba234 added cognitive skills
such as decision-making processes, attitudes, and behaviors
to the competences that can be addressed with the spectrum.
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Dimension 7: Age of the Patient Being Simulated.
Simulation is applicable to nearly every type and age of
patient. Fully interactive neonatal and pediatric patient
simulators are available. Simulation can address aspects
of end-of-life issues for every age.
Dimension 8: Technology Applicable or Required
For Simulations. To accomplish the different simulation goals listed in dimensions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 various
simulation technologies—including no technology—are
relevant for simulation. An overview is given in the earlier subchapters “History and Development of Simulators,”
“Fidelity and Classification of Simulators,” and “So many
simulators and simulation options: which one to use…?”.
Dimension 9: Site of Simulation Participation. The different sites of simulation have been described in detail in
the correspondent subchapter. Video conferencing and
advanced networking may allow even advanced types of
simulation to be conducted remotely (see dimension 10).
Dimension 10: Extent of Direct Participation in Simulation. Not all learning requires direct participation.
Some learning can occur merely by viewing a simulation
involving others because the viewer can readily imagine
being in the shoes of the participants.237 A further step is to
involve remote viewers with interaction in the simulation
itself or verbal interaction in debriefings about what transpired. Several centers have been using videoconferencing
to conduct simulation-based exercises, including morbidity and mortality conferences. Because the simulator can
be paused, restarted, or otherwise controlled, the remote
audience can readily obtain more information from the
on-site participants, debate the proper course of action,
and discuss with those in the simulator how best to proceed. Further steps of participation are personal involvement (“hands-on”) either in a replicated clinical site or
immersive personal participation in an in situ simulation.
Dimension 11: Feedback Method Accompanying
Simulation. One can learn a great deal just from simulation experiences themselves, without any additional
feedback.238 For many simulations, specific feedback is
provided to maximize learning. On-screen-based simulators or VR systems, as well as the simulator (part-task
trainer or mannequin) itself, may provide feedback about
the participant’s actions or decisions, particularly for
manual tasks for which clear metrics of performance are
readily delineated. More commonly, human instructors
provide feedback. This can be as simple as having the
instructor review records of previous sessions that the
learner has completed alone. For many target populations and applications, an instructor provides real-time
guidance and real-time feedback to participants while the
simulation is ongoing. The possibility to start, pause, and
restart the simulation is valuable in this respect. Alternatively, brief post-hoc feedback is given by the instructor at
the end of the simulation. For the most complex uses of
simulation, especially when training experienced personnel, the typical form of feedback is provided by an instructor and is included in a detailed post-simulation debriefing
session.105,107,112,113,238 More discussion of debriefing is
given later in the subchapter on “Debriefing.”
Dimension 12: Embedding of Simulation in Relevant
Organizational, Professional, and Societal Contexts. The final important dimension is how the simulation

application is embedded into an overall context.159 Being
highly embedded may mean that the simulation is a formal
requirement of the institution or is mandated by the governmental regulator. Another aspect of embedding may
be that—for early learners—the initial (steep) part of the
learning curve is required to occur in a simulation training before the learners are allowed to work on real patients
under supervision. In addition, complete embedding of simulation into the workplace means that simulation training
is a normal part of the work schedule, rather than being an
add-on activity attended in the spare time of clinicians.
!

Crisis Resource Management
(ACRM; CRM): Part of Modern
Patient Simulation Team Training
In the last subchapters, the benefits and the effectiveness of
simulation-based education were highlighted and its ecologic validity was considered. This subsequent section now
explores the idea that simulation-based education for a
variety of simulation curricula, especially for team training,
needs to take into account not only medical and technical
skills, but also what is called anesthesia crisis resource management (ACRM), also referred to as crisis resource management (CRM). For detailed information on CRM see Chapter 6.

THE ROOTS OF ANESTHESIA CRISIS RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
In 1989, based on earlier work, Cooper,239,240 Howard
et al.,181 and Gaba241,242 of the VA-Stanford and their colleagues identified gaps in the training of anesthesiologists
regarding several critical aspects of decision making and
crisis management that were not systematically taught during standard residency or postgraduate education. These
gaps were inadequate learning and skills of (1) precompiled
plans for dealing with perioperative events; (2) metacognition and allocation of attention; and (3) resource management behavior, including leadership, communication,
workload management, monitoring, and cross-checking of
all available information.
Historically, it had been assumed that anesthesiologists
would acquire these plans and non-technical skills (see
Chapter 6) by osmosis, solely by experience and by observing role models who had these qualities, rather than specific
education and training about them. But similar to aviation,
medicine had to learn that those kind of (non-technical)
skills were not acquired unless specifically taught. For
flight crews, CRM training was originally created to address
these issues. Especially for anesthesia, but for other health
care domains as well, the VA-Stanford group modeled
their training after aviation CRM and named it ACRM.181
For a broader use in health care, oftentimes ACRM is also
referred to solely as CRM. The ACRM approach has been
highly influential. ACRM curricula and ACRM-like curricula are taught at simulation centers around the world,
not only in anesthesia, but in many other domains of health
care, including ICU, emergency medicine, labor and delivery, trauma, and field responders.3,93,222,243-247. Fig. 7.17
shows a typical CRM crew training scenario.!
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microphone
video camera

loudspeaker

surgical team

patient simulator

simulated
vital signs monitor

anesthesia team

Fig. 7.17 Crisis resource management training scenario during crew training. The surgical team is performing a complicated endoscopic surgical
procedure replayed on screen. The anesthesia team must solve a clinical problem and coordinate with the surgical team. Video cameras, microphones,
and loudspeakers provide the necessary connectivity and later debriefing tools. (Photograph taken by M. Rall at the Center for Patient Safety and Simulation,
University Hospital, Tübingen, Germany.)

ANESTHESIA CRISIS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CURRICULA
A working group of the original ACRM centers (VA-Stanford, Boston CMS, Toronto Sunnybrook) promulgated a
set of criteria to be met by a curriculum to be called either
ACRM or ACRM-like. Box 7.3 presents an excerpt of the
criteria.
Among others, these criteria delineate:
1. To target the above mentioned identified gaps in training, approximately 50% of the emphasis of ACRM is
on the medical and technical management of specific
high-risk perioperative situations, and about 50% is
on generic principles of crisis management that apply
to nearly every complex patient care situation. The key
teaching points of ACRM are shown in Box 7.4. These
points are emphasized during the ACRM simulation
course, and their occurrence or omission is highlighted
during the debriefing sessions.
2. Special training is needed for instructors in ACRM-like
curricula. The authors’ experience suggests that the
most difficult aspect of ACRM instructing is debriefing, and new instructors require a significant period of
experience, preferably under supervision by more senior
instructors, before being ready to be fully independent
instructors. Several groups working separately or collectively have developed comprehensive training programs on simulation instruction, including substantial
modules on debriefing and scenario design (see later
subchapter on instructor qualification).
3. ACRM-like curricula employ a variety of teaching modalities to achieve these goals, including the following:
!
□! Comprehensive textbook on anesthesia crisis management: Crisis Management in Anesthesiology (now in
an expanded second edition).24 This book includes didac-

!

□

!

!

□

!

□

!

□

!
!

!

tic material on ACRM principles and a comprehensive
catalog of critical incidents in anesthesia that provides
guidelines for preventing, recognizing, and managing
99 perioperative situations in a uniform format. The
catalog section of the text is intended to provide study
material to increase anesthesiologists’ stock of precompiled response plans to common and uncommon
situations. This textbook has been translated into
Japanese, German (first edition), Spanish, and Portuguese (second edition).
Brief presentation and discussion reviewing the principles of CRM and patient safety.
Use of trigger videos meant to initiate discussion, sometimes from a non-health care setting (e.g., commercial
aviation, British warship during the Napoleonic wars).
Group exercises analyzing a patient care event, presented as: (i) an actual patient care event captured on
video or a reconstruction thereof; (ii) a video of a presentation as if from a morbidity and mortality conference; or (iii) a written report of the event.
The core of simulation activities in ACRM-like curricula will be several hours of different, complex,
multifaceted, realistic simulation scenarios in
which participants rotate through different roles,
including for example primary anesthesiologist,
first responder (called cold, with no knowledge of
the situation), and scrub tech. Other instructors or
actors play the roles of surgeons, nurses, and technicians as in a real perioperative setting. Each situation is followed by a detailed debriefing (see later in
discussion on “Debriefing”).

Several publications have detailed the response of
participants with varying levels of experience to ACRM
training or its equivalent.181,248-250 Participants have
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BOX 7.3 Characteristics of Anesthesia
Crisis Resource Management-like
Simulation Training
Objectives
$

Learn generic principles of complex problem solving, decision
making, resource management, and teamwork behavior.
$ Improve participants’ medical and technical, cognitive, and
social skills in the recognition and treatment of realistic, complex medical situations.
$ Enhance capacity for reflection, self-discovery, and teamwork
and for building a personalized tool kit of attitudes, behaviors,
and skills.!
Aim
$

Prevent, ameliorate, and resolve critical incidents.!

Course Characteristics
$
$

$
$
$
$

$

A realistic simulation environment replicates a relevant work
setting (or an actual patient care setting with in situ simulation).
Personnel will represent those persons found in the typical
work environment of the participant, including nurses, surgeons, and technicians.
The bulk of the training course consists of realistic simulations
followed by detailed debriefings.
Primary participants can request and receive help from other
participants.
Participants may rotate among various roles during different
scenarios to gain fresh perspectives.
Simulation scenarios may be supplemented by additional
modalities, including activities such as assigned readings, didactic presentations, analysis of videotapes, role playing, or group
discussions.
Training involves significant time (>4 h, typically ≥8 h) and is
conducted with a small group of participants.!

Content Characteristics
$

Scenarios require participants to engage in appropriate professional interactions.
$ At least 50% of the emphasis of the course is on crisis resource
management behavior (nontechnical skills) rather than medical or
technical issues (non-technical skills are discussed in Chapter 6).
$ Observation only is not equivalent to actual participation in one
or more scenarios.!
Faculty Characteristics
$

Training is intense and entails a high level of involvement of faculty with the participants and a low participant-to-faculty ratio.
$ Faculty members, especially those leading debriefing, have
special training or experience in conducting crisis resource
management–oriented training.!
Debriefing Characteristics
$

Debriefings are performed with the whole group of participants
together and use (as appropriate) audio-video recordings of the
simulation sessions.
$ Debriefings emphasize constructive critique and analysis in
which the participants are given the greatest opportunity possible to speak and to critique and to learn from each other.

been extremely positive about their experience in the
ACRM course, and most believe that it contributes to
their safe practice of anesthesia.180 In training settings

BOX 7.4 Key Points in Anesthesia Crisis
Resource Management
A detailed explanation of the crisis resource management key
points is given in Chapter 6. The key points are derived from the
publication of Rall and Gaba in the sixth edition of Miller’s Anesthesia367 and presented here in their updated, current version.
1. Know the environment.
2. Anticipate and plan.
3. Call for help early.
4. Establish leadership and followership with appropriate assertiveness.
5. Distribute the workload. Use 10 s for 10 min concept.
6. Mobilize all available resources.
7. Communicate effectively—speak up.
8. Use all available information.
9. Prevent and manage fixation errors.
10. Cross and double check. Never assume anything.
11. Use cognitive aids.
12. Reevaluate repeatedly. Apply 10 s for 10 min concept.
13. Use good teamwork. Coordinate with and support others.
14. Allocate attention wisely.
15. Set priorities dynamically.

where “practice improvement” is a specific target such
courses can trigger credible efforts at personal or system
change.248 At the Stanford residency, ACRM has been
extended to a multilevel course conducted over several
years (i.e., ACRM 1, 2, 3). As the course levels progress,
the scenarios become more complex and involve subspecialties of anesthesia. Besides, additional teaching
modules cover other important aspects of organizational
safety, such as systems thinking in morbidity and mortality conference settings or peer review settings, followup response to severe adverse perioperative events, and
disclosure to the patient or family of bad news after an
adverse event.
ACRM courses and ACRM-like variants are now offered
worldwide and are often mandatory for trainees (and in
some cases for experienced personnel). Salas and colleagues
published an excellent critical overview about prerequisites
for effective CRM training.251!

BENEFITS OF CRISIS RESOURCE MANAGEMENTBASED SIMULATION TRAINING
The literature on published benefits of CRM training effects
is large; here are a few examples. Knudson and colleagues
found a significant improvement in overall and teamwork
scores in surgical residents taking care of critically injured
simulated trauma patients if the residents had undergone
CRM-like simulation training.90 In a simulation study, noflow time rates were significantly lower after CRM training paralleled with improved leadership verbalization.153
A study in a multidisciplinary obstetrical setting involving
anesthesia professionals showed a significant improvement in interprofessional teamwork and improved stress
recognition after a CRM intervention.220 In a prospective
3-year cohort study Haerkens and colleagues showed a
decline in serious complications and the standardized mortality ratio, decreasing occurrence of cardiac arrests, and
improving cardiopulmonary resuscitation success rates
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Fig. 7.18 Anatomy of the simulation exercise. A simulation exercise consists of different modules or different phases (e.g., simulation introduction
[SI], simulator and clinical environment briefing/“familiarization” [SB], theory input [T], case briefing [C], scenario [S], debriefing [D], ending [E]). This
figure shows a typical flow for a simulation course. If more than one scenario takes place during the course, the sequence form [C] to [D] is repeated for
each scenario. The different modules are interrelated, and problems arising in one module can affect other modules (thin arrows). (Figure with courtesy
of P. Dieckmann.)

after a CRM-based intervention in a 32-bed ICU.252 MoffattBruce et al. published a significant reduction rate of adverse
events and described return on investment after a systemwide implementation of CRM in 12 different hospital units
including perioperative staff.253!

beginning of a course to facilitating learning during debriefing. Based to a large extent on the work of Dieckmann,255
the different phases of a simulation exercise (see Fig. 7.18)
are discussed next, using the timeframe and elements of a
simulation-based course as an example.

Anatomy of a Patient Simulation
Team Training Exercise

Pre-Briefing (PB). The pre-briefing introduces or reminds
participants in advance about the course, its goals, and
processes to appropriately situate the activity in their
overall training, establish a positive attitude, and review
the schedule of activities. An exercise that can be useful (stemming from advice from Ruokamo and Keskitalo
from the University of Lapland) is to ask and discuss with
participants “what do you want to learn or explore” in
today’s simulation course?, and similarly to ask the
instructors “what are you interested in teaching or
exploring?” This conversation engages the participants
and demonstrates the instructors’ interest in trying to
address many of the preferences of the learners.
Simulation introduction (SI). An important aspect at the
beginning of a session is to provide an overview about the
course and the rules and norms of conduct for the set of
exercises.256 It is also important to provide a shared understanding for the simulation participants of the events that
transpire during the course.111 Besides, it is important to
create a positive atmosphere to maximize learning, often
referred to as “psychological safety,” or as recently published
a “safe container.”121 Edmondson has defined psychological
safety as “the shared belief that the team is safe for interpersonal risk taking.”257 Often this has a lot to do with ensuring the confidentiality of the simulation environment (i.e.,
“what happens here stays here”) and that debriefings will
“critique the performance, not the performer.” Psychological safety “is not about creating a comfortable space, it is about
making it ‘ok’ to be uncomfortable.”258
Simulator and clinical environment briefing (SB)
(“familiarization”). Participants need to be familiar
with the simulator and the simulated environment in
order to perform the closest to reality as possible, and
they should not be distracted by technical or procedural
uncertainty during the scenario. The participants can
best master the scenario and actively engage in it if they
know (1) how the simulator works (“normal” breathing sounds, “normal” pulses, intubation, intravenous
access, etc.); (2) what it is able to do or not do; (3) how the

Whenever simulation is used it is important to consider its
conceptual basis and the contextual factors that influence
its use.254,255 Therefore, with a focus on (CRM-oriented)
mannequin-based patient simulation conducted for health
care professionals, the next subchapters (1) give an overview of the training setting and important elements of a
simulation exercise; discuss (2) the design of simulation
scenarios and their execution; and (3) the modalities of the
professionals’ debriefing after a simulation scenario. Even
though focused on the mannequin-based patient simulation conducted for health care professionals, many of the
conceptual approaches presented below are identical or
need to be modified only slightly to encompass other choices
in the 12 dimensions of simulation.
Simulation activities vary in terms of goals and objectives. Most of the time, simulation scenarios are integrated
into a multifaceted curriculum, which itself must be situated
relative to the overall educational and training pathway of
individuals and groups. Hence, for any given simulation
activity both the conceptual and physical setting influence
how the exercise is conducted, how it is perceived by participants, what participants learn, and which learned items are
applicable in the clinical work domain.255
A simulation course/training itself can be divided analytically in different, interconnected phases as shown in Fig.
7.18.255 Not all phases need to be present at each exercise
and conversely some phases—like “scenario” and “debriefing”—may be repeated several times in a longer session.
Optimally the interconnected phases of the simulation
exercise should be coordinated. If, for example, the briefing/familiarization is inadequate, participants may not be
able to properly immerse themselves in the scenarios and
debriefing might be impaired. The role of the simulation
instructor changes throughout the different phases of the
simulation training—from providing instruction in the
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simulated environment works (how to call for help, how
to use the simulated equipment, etc.); and (4) what participants are able to perform on the simulator and what
they need to pretend doing. Familiarization is characterized through explanations, demonstrations, and handson time for the participants themselves. This phase is
very important in order to help the participants to make
the best use of the simulation experience during the scenario. The plastic mannequin is on the way to being seen
and treated as a patient. The more comfortable participants feel with the simulator and the simulation equipment, the less they will be scared or tense during the
scenario. And more reflective learning about medical and
non-technical skills can take place during the debriefing
because the debriefing will not become about discussing
the confusions and challenges regarding the simulation
technology or environment. Therefore, it benefits both
the instructor and the participants to have enough time
for the familiarization process.
Presentation or discussion of theory (T). Theories of
human performance or of clinical work processes might
or might not be part of the course. Most exercises have
didactic or theory components on relevant content information. Those components can either serve for transfer of
(new) medical or technical knowledge, or for a refresher
lecture on certain algorithms, but also for the introduction of (anesthesia) crisis resource management-related
skills (ACRM, CRM) and patient safety issues (Chapter 6).
Sometimes educational material is made available in
advance through readings or online exercises. Sometimes lectures or group-work modules are put in place at
different junctures of the training.
Breaks (B). For complex and long-lasting courses breaks
are important for recreation and for socialization among
participants and with instructors. Breaks provide a venue
for informal sharing and storytelling, one of the many
learning opportunities during a simulation training outside of a simulation scenario.
Case briefing (C). Because the simulator is not a real
patient itself providing clinical information and because
the environment of a simulation imposes several challenges, there are different ways to ensure that participants have certain relevant information concerning the
case and the simulation reality before, or at the beginning of, the scenario. Sometimes it is natural for a participant to take over a case from another clinician (in fact
in ACRM starting every case from the beginning would
waste a lot of time). Such a handoff can be scripted to be
complete or cursory as appropriate. In other cases the
context information can be presented verbally or in written form by an instructor. Other information that would
not be readily available in context might include the look
or smell of the patient or the specific location of care (e.g.,
main OR vs. off-site ambulatory surgery center).
Simulation scenario (S). The scenario and—when possible—the debriefing together form the core of the learning
experience during simulation. Simulation scenarios are
more than clinical cases. They are the vehicle to reflect on
medical knowledge as well as personal and team performance in a safe learning environment that elucidates similar behaviors as during real-world cases. Most simulation
exercises involve a scenario that simulates a given clinical

situation, challenging the participants to deal with the
situation at hand. The scenario is designed in advance
by the instructors in accordance with the learning objectives of the training (see later subchapter on scenario
design). During the execution of the scenario, the instructor (or simulationist/simulation technician) regulates
the responses of the simulator and adapts the scenario
flow259,260; gives relevant patient, situation, or clinical
information to the team that the simulator or clinical
personnel does not provide itself260,261 (see later subchapter on live in-scenario guiding); manages the exercise to
enable participants to optimally act as if259 treating a real
patient (see later subchapter on scenario design).
Debriefing (D). Most training scenarios are immediately
followed by some form of feedback or debriefing, respectively. Fanning and Gaba give an overview of the origin and
background, the role, the models, the structural process,
the elements, and several other modalities of debriefing in
simulation-based learning in their recommended review.238
The learning objectives, the target audience, and the simulation modalities drive the decision whether a debriefing is
useful and if so how in-depth the debriefing process needs
to be. In some courses, feedback is only minimal, whereas
other courses have a dedicated debriefing session after each
scenario that take as long, or even longer, than the scenario
itself (see later subchapter on debriefing techniques). Several
different debriefing methods exist.24,105,109,110,238 Debriefing can be facilitated sometimes by strategically presenting
snippets of the recording of the scenario.117,238
Ending (E). Especially for multiple-scenario courses, a separate final session may be included to end the course. This
phase represents an opportunity to summarize issues
that were covered and to reflect on how best to apply
these lessons to real patient care.
!

Scenario Design and Execution:
Knowing the Learning Objectives
and Making It Real
The design of scenarios for interactive simulation team
trainings can be tricky and typically differs from preparing
training exercises for traditional curricula.
“The key is the program, not the hardware”62 was a
truth about simulation learned early in aviation simulation
and similarly possesses validity for the scenario design and
execution with patient simulation. Using simulation in a
goal-oriented way is at least as much about the conceptual
aspects of the technique as it is about the technology of the
simulation devices. An understanding of the conceptual
and theoretical aspects of simulation is helpful for determining the right applications of the technique and the important matchups to be made in the design and conduct of
simulation exercises to obtain the best results. When used
most effectively, simulation can be—to borrow a line from
the music band U2—”…even better than the real thing.”
In the following sections the design and conduct of scenarios for a patient simulation are touched on more closely,
considering (1) establishing learning objectives; (2) applying cognitive load theory to scenario design; (3) pointing
out constraints and limitations of the design, discussing
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(4) conceptual issues of reality, realism, and relevance; and
(5) in-scenario information and guiding.
There is a vast aggregation of literature concerning instructional design for all kinds of simulation applications. For
detailed information the reader is referred to further literature.23,77,115,177,262 The topic is covered extensively in most of
the instructor training curricula that are offered at sites around
the world. International and regional simulation meetings (e.g.,
the International Meeting on Simulation in Healthcare [IMSH]
of the SSH, or the annual meeting of the Society in Europe for
Simulation Applied to Medicine [SESAM]) often provide workshops on scenario design. The user groups of the major simulator manufacturers also have workshops on the topic.
The following sections can only serve as an introduction to the topic and again focus mainly on (CRM) mannequin-based patient simulation conducted for health care
professionals.

GOAL ORIENTED: ESTABLISHING LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
Learning objectives provide the reason and frame for the simulation scenario. They contain clinical and technical skills,
or non-technical skills such as communication, leadership,
teamwork, situation awareness, decision making, and task
management (see Crisis Resource Management, CRM, Chapter 6). Optimally, scenarios are chosen that stress the individual’s diagnostic and problem-solving abilities, the clinical
and technical knowledge, and the core aspects of CRM.75,217
Learning objectives can be preset by a curriculum,
determined via needs analysis, intuitively known by the
simulation-savvy clinician educators, or learned about in
instructor training or in the literature. Learning objectives
operationalize relevant questions by defining who should
be able to do what and in what situations.78
Simulation scenario design may be thought of in a stepwise, layered fashion. Research in work psychology suggests
that, for the purpose of learning, it is helpful to de-construct
complex tasks into phases and hierarchical levels. For example, the scenario “resuscitate the patient” includes three main
goals: (1) diagnose cardiac arrest (subgoals: check pulse, check
breathing, check “brain”), (2) oxygenate brain (subgoals:
open airway, cardiac massage, ventilate), and (3) reestablish spontaneous circulation (subgoals: defibrillate, administer epinephrine) which require team members to coordinate
(e.g., ensure that all team members know diagnosis, distribute task).263 This insight into what behaviors are expected of
a team during the scenario facilitates not only the design of
the scenario as such,115 but it also helps educators to direct
their attention while observing the team’s performance and
possibly sharing the workload among them by distributing
observational tasks in the co-debriefing setting.264 Furthermore, it helps educators to guide the debriefing.107 Learning
objectives and performance expectations should be considered in advance in order to use the debriefing to close potential
gaps and guide teams to maintain good performance.!
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needs of the participants. If the scenario is too difficult, participants’ can be overwhelmed and their learning likely compromised. Conversely, if the scenario is too easy, participants will
find no challenge, may be bored, and won’t learn very much.
Cognitive load theory265 provides a framework to distinguish
different aspects in a learning situation that illuminate the “difficulty” of a scenario so as to optimize it for learners. In this theory, three different forms of cognitive load are distinguished.
The overall difficulty can be thought of as the sum of the following three parts: (1) Intrinsic cognitive load, which describes
the complexity/difficulty of the material to be addressed. This
depends somewhat on the learner’s prior knowledge but
beyond that some issues are just more complex than others for
most. (2) Extraneous load, which stems from the presentation
of the material to be learned, e.g., a well-structured textbook
might make learning easier compared to a chaotic lecture. (3)
Germane load, which describes the internal processes and the
cognitive energy needed to process information.
Cognitive load theory would suggest, for example, that
asking novice anesthesia professionals to manage both a
complex clinical situation and a challenging interpersonal
one may result in overload. Unfamiliarity with simulation
will also raise the extrinsic load—participants have to interpret the pretend situation as if it is the real thing, making
it difficult to concentrate on the lessons to be learned. The
germane load might be increased when participants are
concerned about being observed. They not only need to consider what the best course of action in the scenario might
be, but, at the same time, also try to manage the impression
that they make on the instructors and observers.
A good simulation scenario will take these different elements into account. Extraneous load can be optimized by
carefully designing scenarios and by PB instructions.255
Germane load might be optimized by helping participants
become more familiar and comfortable being in simulations, for example, by well-designed simulation familiarization, or by increasing the complexity of scenarios slowly.!

CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITATIONS OF SCENARIO
DESIGN IDEAS
It is easy to suggest a scenario on paper but more difficult to
translate it into an effective scenario for actual use. Limitations and constraints of the available simulators, personnel
resources at hand, the props or external systems that would
be needed, and the time needed to set up and run the proposed scenario must be considered. Most scenarios are first
generated with a core idea, a “kernel” that is then fleshed out
by discussion in an iterative fashion, with creative redesign
or minor technical modifications. Ideally the new, redefined
scenario is tested out first by instructors and technical staff,
or pilot-tested with a volunteer group of participants from
the target population. With highly experienced instructors a
new scenario may need only a technical walkthrough before
it is run for real participants. All scenarios can get better with
time as glitches are found and refinements made.!

COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY: NOT TOO MUCH,
NOT TOO LITTLE

SCENARIO DESIGN TEMPLATES AND SCENARIO
TEMPLATES

When designing and conducting simulations the learning
opportunity would ideally match the abilities and learning

Many centers have developed design templates for the development of their scenarios. Box 7.5 shows the key questions
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BOX 7.5 Key Considerations for Simulation
Scenario Scripts
Based on script templates provided by Dieckmann and Rall (https://
www.inpass.de/downloadshtml/downloadscenarioscript/), the
key information a scenario script should provide includes:
$ Scenario name (quick reference)
$ Major medical challenge of scenario
$ Major cockpit resource management (CRM) challenge of scenario
$ Learning goals (medical and [!] CRM)
$ Brief narrative description of scenario
$ Staffing (instructor/simulation team and participants)
$ Case briefing (all participants together or separate briefings for
different teams)
$ Simulator setup and mannequin preparation
$ Props needed
$ Scenario “lifesavers”259 for both excellent and bad performance
of participants
Usually, the scenario script contains (1) a summary sheet with
brief notes of the above mentioned topics and (2) a more detailed
description of the scenario in regard to those questions on several
other pages. The proper use of scenario scripts is a regular part of
many instructor training courses.

for the design of scenarios. Long scenario templates that
are freely available include Dieckmann and Rall’s (https://
www.inpass.de/downloadshtml/downloadscenarioscr
ipt/) and the Duke University template (https://anesthesi
ology.duke.edu/?page_id=825706). Some journals publish detailed scenario descriptions and some professional
societies have created scenario repositories for members;
the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Simulation Committee has a repository for scenarios to be shared
among its ASA-endorsed simulation programs. By now,
many scenario templates are freely available on the Internet. In general, long and detailed templates are only needed
when a scenario is to be shared widely, or when there is a
need to formally document it. Simpler templates will likely
suffice for in-house use by a single simulation center.!

REALITY VERSUS REALISM
Simulation is a complex social undertaking.155 The concepts
discussed in the upcoming section concern the nature and
the impact of “fidelity” and “realism” as they apply to simulation and the goals of simulation. Both are terms widely
used, and misused, in simulation design. In this chapter the
concept of relevance is covered briefly. All three concepts
are important components of engaging participants during
simulation, an important aspect of conducting meaningful
exercises.
A patient simulation exercise is itself a real occurrence
that is actually happening. The exercise is a reality, but it
is intended to represent another reality in the real world of
patient care. Hence, it may or may not be perceived that
way. “Realism” addresses the question of how closely a
replication of a situation is needed to meaningfully represent this situation to participants. Aviation simulators, for
example, are so realistic now that pilots with experience flying one aircraft are routinely certified to fly a totally new or

different aircraft, even though they have never flown the
actual aircraft before. Nestel, Krogh, and Kolbe explored
realism in health care simulations in detail.266 In their
work, the authors also use the term “meaningfulness” in proposing strategies to help simulation educators make sense
of decisions about realism.
There is an important distinction between the realism of
a simulator (a device) and that of a simulation (the exercise).
For example, a simulator could be indistinguishable from
a real human being (e.g., an actor playing a standardized
patient) and yet be used in an implausible and useless fashion, so that the simulation itself is not realistic. Conversely,
certain kinds of simulation realism can be evoked by exercises that use simple simulators or even no simulator at all
(see below).
It is naïve (though frequent) to think that greater realism of a simulation exercise will automatically lead to better achievement of its goals. Maximum “realism” is neither
needed nor desired for every type of simulation endeavor.
For some applications with some target populations, it can
be highly advantageous to reduce the realism to heighten
the learning experience.157 On the other hand, merely
creating a realistic simulation does not guarantee meaning or utility (e.g., learning) for the participants.155,156
The different concepts and explanations with regard to
this matter have been discussed repeatedly in the literature.155-158,260,267-269 However, as “realism” is a complicated set of ideas in simulation, results of studies trying to
investigate roots and effects of simulation realism are not
conclusive, in part because each study may concentrate on
a different aspect of the complex whole. Different fidelities
and dimensions are used to describe or achieve the realism
of simulation, as described in the following.
Different (practical) fidelities to create simulation
realism. Alessi270 defined fidelity as the “degree to which
a simulation replicates reality” (p. 203). Several concepts
about simulation fidelity exist.198,260,271 These include
physical fidelity (the device replicates physical aspects of
the human body), environmental fidelity (the simulation
room looks like the relevant clinical site), equipment fidelity (the clinical equipment works like or is the real thing),
and psychological fidelity (the simulation evokes behaviors similar to the real situation). Realism is thought to be
achieved by various forms of validity, such as face validity (looks and feels real to participants), content validity
(the exercise covers content relevant to the target situation), construct validity (the simulation can replicate performance or behavior according to predefined constructs
about work in real situations), and predictive validity
(performance during a simulation exercise predicts performance in an analogous real situation.
Different (theoretical) dimensions to create simulation realism. In 2007, Dieckmann, Gaba, and Rall published an article attempting to clarify some issues about
realism, reality, relevance, and how they influence the
purpose of conducting simulations.155 In their article,
they applied the model of thinking about reality by the
German psychologist Laucken to the realism and fidelity
of simulation. Laucken described three modes of thinking about reality: physical, semantic, and phenomenal
fidelity. Another publication on modes of thinking about
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reality was published by colleagues from Boston.158 Apart
from those definitions a variety of terms exist to describe
conceptual simulation design, in particular with regard
to fidelity. To gain a better understanding of the various
terms and their meaning, Paige and Morin published a
systematic review article on that matter and additionally
suggested to divide the concepts of fidelity into physical
(including environmental and equipment), conceptual,
and psychological.260 The ideas and concepts presented
below are largely contributed by Dieckmann and his
adaptation of broader psychological concepts to simulation in medicine:
Physical mode of realism. The physical mode concerns
aspects of the simulation that can be measured in fundamental physical and chemical terms and dimensions
(e.g., centimeters, grams, and seconds). For example,
the weight of the mannequin, the force generated during chest compressions, and the duration of a scenario
all are physical aspects of simulation reality. Despite their
roughly human shape, existing mannequins have many
unrealistic physical elements, for example they are made
of plastic, not flesh and bone; they may have unusual
mechanical noises detectable during auscultation of the
chest; the “skin” does not change color.
The physical mode of simulation also relates to clinical
equipment and the clinical environment. (1) Some equipment used in mannequin-based simulation is fully functional and physically identical to the real thing. Labeled
syringes may contain only water instead of real medications. (2) An ISS in an actual hospital room and bed has
a higher physical realism than does the same equipment
in a conference room.
Semantic mode of realism. The semantic mode of realism
concerns concepts and their relationships concerning
clinical information and its meaning. For example, in a
simulation of hemorrhagic shock, how does the participant make sense of what is going on? Within the semantic mode, a simulation of hemorrhage could be described
in semantical terms as “bleeding” of flow rate x beginning at time y occurring at site z that is associated with a
blood pressure of b that shows a decrease after some time
from the prior value of a. It is semantically irrelevant how
the information is transmitted or represented. The same
pieces of information could be represented either using
a vital signs monitor, a verbal description, or the tactile
perception of decreasingly palpable pulses. The semantic
mode allows the simulation exercise to represent a real
situation. It allows lifeless, rosy, smiling simulators to be
treated as if they were real patients. It allows water-filled
syringes to be treated as if they contain effective drugs.

PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

If the right and sufficient clinical information is given to the
participants at the right time, in their minds the inanimate
mannequin can become a severely ill patient (see later section
on “in-scenario information and guiding”). At the same time it
is important for instructors to remember, in particular during
the debriefing, that because meaningful simulation depends
on interpreting information, it is not always interpreted by
participants the way that the instructor imagines it will be.
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Phenomenal mode of realism. The phenomenal mode deals
with the learner’s engagement and experience in the
simulation including emotions, values, motivation,
self-awareness, and beliefs. If participants are fully
engaged in the simulation, then they are likely to act
as if they are treating a real patient in the real clinical
environment. For many purposes, providing high phenomenal realism is the key goal, but sufficient physical
and semantic realism are means to this end.

PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

A good simulation scenario does not necessarily need to be
designed as realistic as possible, for example having artificial blood all over the mannequin during a trauma scenario. A good simulation scenario can create the appropriate
sense of realism by a combination of the following:
(1) … the simulator and environment used
(2) … the case presented, the team composition, and the
professional role of each participant
(3) …clinical equipment used, or sufficient semantic
equivalents
(4) … the briefing before the simulation case starts
(5) … instructor feedback when the simulator is examined
(see later section, “live in-scenario information and
guiding”). The application of those aspects is not trivial;
they influence the way the simulation is perceived by
clinical professionals.
!

SIMULATION REALISM AND SIMULATION
RELEVANCE
The relevance of a simulation exercise concerns the match
between the characteristics of the exercise and the reasons
for which the exercise is conducted. Scenarios should be
relevant to the trainees, but this depends on many factors,
including the trainees’ backgrounds and experience, the
method of conducting the scenario, and related parts of the
simulation course (e.g., familiarization with simulator and
simulated environment, case briefing, etc.).
In fact, it is worth utilizing unrealistic elements (“unreality”) in order to maximize the learning—a useful slogan
is “the point is not to ‘fool’ them but rather to teach them.”
So, for example, when training on invasive procedures, it is
typical to forego phenomenal realism and emphasize physical and semantic realism so that psychomotor skills can be
the focus. Similarly, physical realism may be sacrificed when
necessary by time compression or expansion. Boring parts of
a case may be skipped for experienced personnel whereas for
inexperienced clinicians situations that could become lethal
extremely quickly (e.g., swap of N2O for O2 in the pipeline)
may be slowed down so that inexperienced clinicians can try
to think their way out of the problem. If such a situation were
allowed to evolve at its normal speed, it would transition to
management of cardiac arrest before the participants could
deal with the original problem. Other uses of “unreality”
include cognitive scaffolding, which provides various forms
of assistance—sometimes a teacher or coach in the simulation room—or extra cues to help participants as they struggle
with decision making and therapy selection.!
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IN-SCENARIO INFORMATION AND GUIDING
Although full-scale mannequins mimic a wide range of
human features, they differ from the body of an actual
patient. This gap implies a need for simulation instructors
to provide in-scenario information to help participants
understand scenarios. In-scenario information and guiding
may also be needed to help (early) learners progress in the
scenario if they are stuck or on the wrong path. Different
terms such as clues, triggers, prompts, hints, and instructional support have been found in the literature associated with the concept of cueing in a simulation activity.260
Dieckmann et al. used the unique phrase “scenario life savers.”259 Many cues and “life savers” can be used within
the logic of the scenario in ways that do not disrupt the
experience.
In general, one good way to feed information to participants in patient simulations about various phenomena that
cannot be simulated physically is to announce the missing
signs, symptoms, or examination results. Escher and colleagues summarized four methods that instructors used to
provide such extra scenario information and how the different methods to convey information affected how scenarios
played out.261 The methods found included cues from (1)
confederates, (2) bystanders, (3) loudspeakers from the control room to the scenario room, or via (4) an earpiece. Even
though Escher et al. conclude that the mediation of information by a loudspeaker or an earpiece from the adjacent
control room could be disturbing for team communication,
the authors of this chapter see several advantages in the use
of in-scenario audio guidance. In their opinion, audio guidance is especially helpful for feedback in those kind of situations: (a) physical examination results, such as (misleading)
auscultation results, or results of abdominal palpation but
usually only after the participant has credibly attempted to
obtain that result physically; and (b) immediate correction
of mental models that are not in line with the scenario (i.e.,
(misleading) auscultation apparently indicates pneumothorax, but there is in fact no pneumothorax).
This kind of in-scenario semantic information is incorporated by participants into their mental model of the situation at hand during the simulation and helps them to
“stay in” the simulation despite physically treating a plastic
mannequin.!

Debriefing: Heart and Soul of
Patient Simulation
As introduced in the section on the “anatomy of a simulation course” (see Fig. 7.18), conducting simulation training is not only about running the simulation scenario
but equally about how, in debriefing, the participants are
facilitated to reflect about what they experienced. The
philosophy of teaching and learning in a debriefing of a
CRM-based simulation course differs from the traditional
clinical teaching style (Table 7.3).238 For more information on debriefing in health care simulation the reader is
referred to further literature.24,105,109-111,113,238,272-276
This chapter can only serve as an introduction to the topic
and focuses mainly on patient simulation with focus on
(CRM) team training.

TABLE 7.3 Traditional Teaching Versus Facilitation in
Simulation Training Courses
Traditional Teaching:
“Teacher”

New way of teaching:
“Facilitator”

Focus on theoretical or clinical Focus additionally on human factors/
knowledge only
CRM
Focus on “what”
Focus on “why” things went wrong
happened/“what” or “who”
(deeper analysis) and on “why”
was wrong
things went well
(T) is the (absolute, infallible)
expert.

(I) possesses expertise, but moderates
different ideas on eye level, uses
knowledge and expertise of (P),
discusses own views with peers.

(T) tells participants what to
do better next time.

(I) helps (P) to find out root causes for
their performance, examines possible solutions together.

(T) knows what is right /
important for (P).

(I) helps to self-reflect, gain realistic
self-awareness / consciousness; (I)
guides debriefing toward interesting areas, but is open for topics
relevant to (P).

(T) speaks the most during
feedback.

(I) stimulates and guides discussion
among participants during debriefing, but does not speak the most.

(T) is a domain expert.

(I) additionally is a CRM expert.

(T) has no special training in
patient simulation-based
learning.

(I) has special training and/or experience in patient simulation-based
learning.

(T) makes no video-assisted
feedback.

(I) makes strategic use of video when
relevant to enhance debriefing.

(T) determines whether (P) has (I) gauges whether (P) is engaged
learned the intended lesson. in discussion and understands
relevant issues but (P)’s experience
is too complex to assess simply
CRM, Crisis Resource Management; (I), Instructor/Facilitator; (P), Participant;
(T), teacher.

SIMULATORS (DEVICES) DON’T TEACH
Most simulation training exercises involve some kind of
feedback or debriefing that can be given in many different ways and settings.111,113,238,272-275 The terms debriefing and feedback are often used synonymously, but there
exists a difference in their meaning. Feedback is used with
the intention to modify thinking and / or behavior and generally involves comparing the observed performance to a
standard (whether formally or informally defined). Usually
it is a one-directional flow of information about the performance from the instructor to simulation participants.111
Debriefing refers to a special time and format for discussing
an episode of action in the past; it is the counterpoint to a
briefing, which occurs before an action or task. In contrast
to feedback, debriefing is viewed as a bidirectional, interactive, and reflective discussion or conversation that “may
occur between simulation participants and facilitators [instructors], or among participants themselves, or some combination
thereof” [p. 209].111
In medicine, inspired by its use in aviation CRM, the
debriefing concept was introduced to simulation training
by Gaba and colleagues as part of ACRM simulation training for anesthesia teams.181,217 Over the years debriefing
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after simulation training has been refined so that it has
become an indispensable component of many simulation
curricula.273!

INSTRUCTION VERSUS FACILITATION—A NEW
WAY OF TEACHING
In many learning contexts, the person who is in charge
of the training usually is referred to as “instructor.” In
the debriefing idea described above, the instructor’s role
changes from an “instructor” to a “facilitator”: instead of
constantly instructing, the instructor’s role is to facilitate
the learning process. This is accomplished by directing the
participants to the most interesting and important areas for
consideration, stimulating discussion among participants
to find underlying issues for their performance and seeking
individual solutions for future events of similar type. For most
instructors, facilitation is a new way of teaching and often
must be learned, even if they have many years of traditional
instructor teaching experience. In the simulation arena the
term instructor refers to an individual who is responsible
for overall direction of a simulation scenario; that person
is often—but not always—one of the facilitators for the
debriefing.
Fruitful discussion and learning can be triggered by
reflecting on both aspects of performance that worked
well and those that were difficult or problematic (see
also “Safety II”, chapter 6). In their paper Dieckmann
et al.277 describe the “learning from success” approach to
simulation and debriefing drawing on several theoretical
frameworks.
PATIENT SIMULATION ACTION BOX

Ideally, the clinical expertise of the simulation participants
should be represented in the clinical expertise of the instructors. For an interprofessional trauma team training, for example, it would be best to have instructor(s)/debriefer(s)
from each of the relevant professions and disciplines, especially from anesthesiology, nursing, and surgery.
!

DEBRIEFING TECHNIQUES
Although debriefing styles differ at institutions, sites, and
individuals around the world, a common ground is shared
by most simulation-based educators: debriefing should
stimulate self-reflection, and it should unpack how and why
things happened the way they did.
Reviews of debriefing techniques in simulation by Fanning and Gaba,238 Cheng et al.,113 and Sawyer et al.111
indicate the broad range of literature available regarding
debriefing, and highlight the many models and approaches
that can be used. Debriefing most commonly occurs soon
after a scenario run, but the same techniques can be used
during pauses in the simulation. Although it is possible for
participants to debrief themselves, this would come with
limitations due to lack of structure. Usually a post-event
debriefing is guided by a facilitator.111
A variety of approaches to debriefing exist, each
with its own structural phases and several conversational structures.238 These include Debriefing with Good
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Judgement,105-107 The Diamond,108 SHARP,278 PEARLS,109
TeamGAINS,110 Alternatives and Pros & Cons,238 and others.111-114 These conversational structures guide the flow
and the context of the debriefing and divide it into various
phases, each serving a specific focus and purpose. Whereas
the phases differ, Sawyer and colleagues summarize that
most frameworks highlight the importance of guiding the
conversation from a beginning, through an examination of
events, and then relate the aspects most relevant for clinical
practice.111 An example of a debriefing structure is shown
in Table 7.4.
Although it is clear that debriefing plays a crucial role in
simulation exercises,119,198,279-281 there is little evidence
supporting one format over another. This should not be
surprising because the goal is broad, the experience of simulation is intense, and participants’ interpretations and discussion are rich.
A qualitative interview study275 with 24 expert debriefers showed that for experienced debriefers it is not about
the specific concept, but about the sets of ideas and beliefs
that represent the values and teaching philosophy used:
“the debriefer is a facilitator, who must be dedicated, honest,
genuinely curious and possess the abilities to facilitate a reflective debriefing [….] following the learners needs and objectives
[…]” (p. 3).275
Apart from applying a similar structure to the debriefing,
revealing one’s stance and frames, and creating a safe learning environment, most experienced debriefers blend several
debriefing models and conversation techniques and adapt
them dynamically, depending on personal preferences,
the learners’ perceived needs, and the scenario as experienced by the debriefer.275 Asking open-ended questions in
order to facilitate the discussion and foster self-reflection
and self-assessment on the part of the participants as well
as using silence after a question asked by the instructor
are other key elements of facilitated debriefing.111 During
this silence, internal thinking processes on the part of the
trainees are taking place. Open-ended questions cannot
be answered with “yes” or “no” and therefore trigger the
participant to explain the situation from his or her point of
view. Some facilitators, especially when they are not highly
experienced, use a debriefing script or a cognitive aid to help
them lead the debriefing conversation effectively. On the
other hand, sometimes the debriefer can just sit back and
listen; the best debriefings may be when most of the discussion is purely between the participants themselves, addressing issues that are on target for the instructor’s purposes, in
which case the facilitator will need to use very few specific
techniques of debriefing.
For instructors, preparing for a good debriefing starts during the conduct of the scenario. A key skill for the debriefer
is to be able to watch and listen carefully to what is happening in the scenario while also attending to the tasks of
running it (Fig. 7.19).
For immersive, simulation-based team training, the
debriefing sessions usually last approximately as long as
the scenarios themselves, although a complex scenario
may well generate a nuanced conversation that could go
on for much longer. For shorter simulation activities, such
as unannounced mock resuscitations, debriefings have to
be much shorter. The number of debriefers can vary. Some
prefer to have a single debriefer (or there may be only one
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TABLE 7.4

Phases of debriefings: Issues relevant to (anesthesia) crisis resource management-based simulation debriefing.
The listed phases do not necessarily all have to be followed in this time sequence and order. Depending on the scenario,
the participants’ performance, and the debriefing format, several phases have to be repeated within the debriefing,
especially during the debriefing center part, as indicated with the circle. Sometimes phases overlap when discussing
the scenario.
PHASE OF DEBRIEFING

Explanation

Pre-Debriefing Ending the scenario

If possible, the (SC) should not be stopped too early. (P) should be allowed to
realize the natural end of (SC). Ideally, (SC) should not be terminated when
(P) are in the thick of it, e.g., still caring for the patient and applying treatment measures.
Scenario-to-debriefing Most sites use debriefings immediately following the simulation. This allows
transition
the (I) to hear and see (P)s’ direct reactions. A variant is to give the (P)s a few
minutes to discuss the (SC) itself while the (I) is planning the (D).

Debriefing
Start

Emotional venting

Descriptive phase
Self-identification of
issues

Debriefing
Discussion of clinical
Center Part
content
Analysis
Transfer to the
“real world”
Opportunities for systems improvement
Debriefing
End

“Take-Home-Message”
Terminating the
debriefing

All (HS) are given the opportunity to say how they felt during the (SC). This
vents pent-up feelings and may be a time to deal with anomalies in the (SC)
(e.g., simulator malfunction, simulation artifact, etc.).
In this phase, (P)s also can critique the (SC)—critique that the (I) should
acknowledge and take seriously.
(P)s describe what happened (or portions of the audio-video recordings are
replayed) and what the clinical problem in the scenario was. Different points
of view are shared (e.g., doctor vs. nurse vs. first responder vs. surgeon, etc.).
It is sometimes useful to ask (P) to identify issues that did not go well or what
they would do differently, in order to give them the opportunity to critique
themselves before anyone else does. Nevertheless, the (I) can and should help
identify what the underlying causes were and the pros and cons of alternate
approaches.
Any major issues of clinical treatment and related CRM points should be covered. A (D) should not end without discussing and clarifying any significant
clinical errors and ensuring that participants understand the correct clinical
management.
(D) should provide considerable analysis of why things happened vis-à-vis the
intentions of all parties, as well as alternatives and their pros and cons.
Participants can discuss how lessons from the scenario or debriefing can be
applied in the real clinical world. They should discuss barriers to improvement and ways to overcome them.
When applicable, based on the analyses, (P)s can be asked to suggest how
the system can be changed to improve handling of similar situations in the
future.
A summary of the learned key points of the (D), either by (I) or (P), can be useful.
(D) are rich in content and easily can extend beyond the time available. Thus,
giving a time frame for the (D) and officially marking its end is a useful transition to preparing for the next (SC) or the end-of-day activities.

“Hot Seats” (HS) = Participants (P) who were actively involved in the scenario (SC); Debriefing Room (DB); Simulation Room (SR); Simulation (S), Instructor (I), Debriefing
(D), Crisis Resource Management (CRM).
Provided by M. Rall & P. Dieckmann as used in their own courses, derived from the original ACRM-course structure by D. Gaba and colleagues and used by many
others around the world.

instructor) but often there are two or more “co-debriefers.”
Coordinating multiple facilitators can be tricky (it is sometimes described as being like dancing). Cheng et al.264
described several effective strategies for co-debriefing.
Generally, faculty members intending to be debriefers in
immersive simulation-based education need special training and practice in this teaching method105,119,238,282,283

and continuous experience and training throughout their
career.275 Several simulation centers conduct instructor training that emphasizes debriefing skills, and debriefing is a frequent topic of workshops at large simulation
conferences.
Box 7.6 shows a selection of the learning myths—especially in regard to the debriefing of patient simulation team
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BOX 7.6 Erroneous Learning Myths in
Simulation Training

Fig. 7.19 High workload for instructors during a simulation case.
The photograph shows the instructor team in front of the control panels and monitors in a control room during a simulation scenario. The
control room is separated from the simulation room by a one-way mirror. The instructors have to operate the simulator, control the course of
the scenario and the vital signs, give live in-scenario guiding, communicate with confederates who support the simulation in the scenario
room, and at the same time take notes for the debriefing. These complex tasks need prior training or experience and good organization on
the part of the instructor team. (Photograph by B. Schaedle, Momentum
Photo at University Hospital, Tübingen, Germany.)

Learning Myth No. 1: “Participants always need to figure out
themselves what they did wrong.” Although self-reflection can
be powerful, instructors can and should be ready to point out
examples of problematic decisions or actions that are relevant to the clinical setting and to stimulate discussion of the
alternatives and their pros and cons. This may lead to better
understanding of possible solutions and how different clinical
contexts will affect which are preferred. If participants grasp the
situation and possible solutions on their own that is great. But if
not, debriefers should not make participants search for the answer they wish to hear (this is called a “guess what I’m thinking”
question); rather, they can use their own experience to suggest
approaches that have worked for them.
Learning Myth No. 2: “You always have to say something positive
before you criticize.” Educators describe the “sandwich” approach; the full sandwich has a filling of negative comment(s)
sandwiched between two positive comments (a simpler “openface” sandwich is also seen). Since debriefing is not “feedback”
this is usually unnecessary. The discussion of what transpired
and why should facilitate health care professionals learning
from the analysis of all aspects of performance without special
cushioning of the blows.

training—that seem to spread among medical educators,
but are erroneous in the eyes of the authors, especially
when training health care professionals.!

USE OF RECORDED AUDIO-VIDEO SEQUENCES
IN DEBRIEFINGS
In the initial ACRM simulation courses the debriefer and
participants viewed the entire recording, pausing at points
for discussion. This practice has been abandoned and today
most debriefers use the recordings only strategically to trigger discussion of specific points.111,119,202,283,284 Studies of
debriefing provide varying results as to the utility of showing the recordings and there is no definitive proof that this
deepens the debriefing experience.116,118-120,285 Nonetheless, snippets of audio-video recordings are frequently used
as a learning and self-awareness experience.117,119,202,284
Some studies point toward a positive effect, others do not.
As the process of debriefing is complex and the effects of
simulation and debriefing are expected to be a long-term
accumulation of learning, reflection, and change, it is not
surprising that teasing out cause and effect is difficult.
One argument for the use of audio-video-triggered reflection is that anesthesia does not support much self-reflection
during routine clinical work. Experienced anesthesiologists often work alone, and there is often little feedback
from other anesthesia professionals or from other operating room personnel. Most cases are followed as quickly as
possible with the next. The lack of peer feedback leaves a
large gap between the way individuals think they perform
and how they act in reality. Based on the experiential learning cycle of Kolb286 (Fig. 7.20) the opportunity to witness
one’s own behavior via a recorded audio-video sequence
can be more meaningful to clinicians than described behavior criticized by the instructor. Another argument is that
viewing the live transmission of the simulated scenarios is

Participant

Concrete
Experience

Feedback
Active
Experimentation

Live and video
Simulation

Revision/
practice

Theory
input

Instructor

Reflective
Observation
Scenarios and
debriefing

Abstract
Conceptualization

Reflection
session

Fig. 7.20 Kolb’s experimental learning cycle. Simulation team
training with live video transmission and a debriefing with audiovideo recordings demonstrates an ideal representation of Kolb’s
learning circle. During the scenario, actively involved trainees
have a concrete “hands-on” experience. With the facilitation of
the instructor and the own observation of audio-video sequences,
the individual behavior can be actively reflected in the debriefing (“reflective observation”). The live video transmission to the
non-active group during a scenario allows “reflective observation”
during the scenario. During the debriefing, all trainees (active and
non-active) have a phase of abstract conceptualization, in which the
instructor uses generalizations of factors and root causes to show
how behavior developed as it did in the scenario. With the instructor’s theory input and the eventually triggered discussions, deep
learning can take place and a plan can evolve during the debriefing,
for both active and non-active trainees, of how to handle a similar
situation next time. Active experimentation with the newly learned
input and the drawn conclusions for the active as well as the nonactive group can take place either during the next active scenarios
or during real patient care. (Modified from Kolb DA. Experiential learning: experience as the source of learning and development. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall; 1984.)
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Fig. 7.21 Quad split monitor of a simulation exercise. The quad split of a simulation exercise shows the vital signs during the scenario and usually
three different camera perspectives during a simulation scenario. The quad split can be used for the live transmission of the simulation scenario to the
participants who are not directly involved in the scenario. And it also serves for the later audio-video-based debriefing to reflect what happened in a
certain situation, providing the advantage of different angles of view and an isochronic view of the vital signs. (Photograph provided by M. Rall, InPASS
in-situ-training at Scuol Hospital, Switzerland, Chairman J. Koppenberg.)

useful for participants who are not actively involved in a
given scenario (see Fig. 7.20 and Fig. 7.21). There is evidence that observers of simulations can learn as much as
participants.287
Advanced simulation course formats generally closely
reflect Kolb’s circle of adult experiential learning: (1) selfexperience (participate in the scenario) or vicarious experience (observe scenario live), (2) reflect on experience
(debriefing), (3) abstract conceptualization (debriefing,
relate to theoretical material), and (4) active experimentation (future scenarios and use of skills in real cases).
When live transmission is used as an alternative to just
watching, the observers can be given special tasks (e.g.,
look for assigned CRM key points, see Box 7.4) so that
they are more engaged in the process. Use of sequences of
the scenario recording for debriefing requires additional
instructor judgment and high proficiency controlling the
replay system.!

EXCURSION: DEBRIEFING TECHNIQUES FOR
DISCUSSION OF REAL CLINICAL CASES
Techniques of debriefing have also been applied to the analysis of real patient care events. Eppich and colleagues offer
a guide to how this can be done in their article “‘Let’s talk
about it’: translating lessons from healthcare simulation to clinical event debriefings and clinical coaching.”288 Applying the
debriefing techniques in short debriefing circles to involved
clinical team has also proven quite valuable.245,276,289-291
Clegg and MacKinnon292 highlight in their paper “Strategies for handling the aftermath of intraoperative death” the
need for a debriefing of the OR team after a critical incident
in the OR and this concept is in accord with findings of other
surveys.293
Debriefings after clinical cases can help teams
learn.288,294,295 This is particularly true for crews or action
teams with short tenure and changing team membership

that have limited time to develop and learn as a team.296
Here, debriefings offer a useful structure for learning
because members may apply the lessons learned from
a debriefing of one action team to teamwork of another
action team.296 The advantages of team debriefings include
a reduced number of mistakes, higher levels of speaking up
and performance, and shorter work duration.129,296-298
However, there are barriers to achieving effective debriefings for formative assessment after real cases.299 For
example, teams are typically uncomfortable with explicit
communication,300 they tend to discuss already known
instead of new information,148 and dynamics in organizations foster “undiscussable” topics.105,301 For example, the
various debriefing systems provide useful structures for
debriefings after clinical cases, although their particular
logistics may have to be adapted to the clinical setting.302
Unfortunately, most post-clinical event debriefings lack
an appropriate setting, a trained debriefing facilitator, and
sufficient time. 294 For example, after a cardiac arrest, (1)
when resuscitation is successful many of the team members
come from the ICU, so they will be busy transporting the
patient or otherwise caring for them; or (2) whether or not
the event was clinically successful, team members may well
have been called away from important activities that need
their attention, severely limiting their ability to debrief.!

EXCURSION: DEBRIEFING TECHNIQUES FOR
MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY CONFERENCES
Much of the philosophy and technique of debriefing applies
to discussions of real cases such as morbidity and mortality
(M&M) conferences. Both should be about exploring how
and why things happened the way they did as opposed to
the all-too-common emphasis on who was to blame. Both
debriefing and M&M should aim not only to be educational
for those participating but also to suggest ways to prevent
or mitigate problems in the future, especially by correcting
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systems issues. Overall, both aim to be constructive, not
destructive.
However, both debriefing and M&M conferences face the
problem of “hindsight bias” (see also chapter 6). After an
event it is often clear what the problem was and how it could
have been avoided or best treated, making the original clinicians look foolish. Hindsight bias is very hard to avoid but
effort should be made to analyze events from the standpoint
of the professionals on the spot in terms of the information
they had available at a given moment. Gaba sometimes will
explicitly say, “unfortunately our crystal ball for seeing the
future was not operating that day.” Decisions that seem foolish in hindsight will often become totally understandable
from this viewpoint.
Another common ground rule is to talk only about
observable behaviors—the performance—not about individuals, personality, attitudes, assumptions, or interferences. If someone involved decides to disclose internal
thoughts this can then become a topic of discussion. Using
such philosophy and technique has a better chance of finding correctable systems issues, fostering a culture of safety,
and making personnel comfortable in reporting and discussing problematic cases for the benefit of future patients.!

DEBRIEFING IN DIFFERENT CULTURES
While debriefing is widely recognized as an important part
of simulation-based training, how it unfolds in practice
depends on various contextual considerations. Many of the
debriefing models stem from North America and Europe—
what might be called the Western cultures. Arguably, the
whole idea of debriefing—verbal reflective discussions of
actions—might be seen as a Western idea. With simulation spreading more around the world, different national
cultures, traditions, habits, and patterns of interpretations
become more relevant.303 The relationship between the
learner and the instructor will be influenced by the general customs about how people of different hierarchy levels
interact with each other. A recent study, based on interviews with experienced simulation instructors in 28 different countries, showed a strong relation between “power
distance” of countries and specific patterns of behavior during the debriefing. The higher the power distance, the more
important is the debriefer, the more closed questions are
used, and the more difficult it is for participants to discuss
issues of non-technical skills and speaking-up.!

215

TASKS OF SIMULATION INSTRUCTORS—
LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR SIMULATION
INSTRUCTOR COURSES
Sometimes, simulation teaching is completely analogous
to bedside teaching, only with a simulated patient, and
all the same skills apply. For other uses of simulation new
skills may be needed,112,272,299,304 especially for simulation
activity that involves: (1) complex realistic scenarios, (2)
with multiple personnel in crews and teams, (3) conducting
debriefings in small groups (with or without video), (4) with
a focus on human factors and CRM principles and feasible
countermeasures. It is widely thought that the quality of the
instructors is the essential element for any simulation training course, and for complex activities their competence as
debriefers is the primary aspect of quality.
Most clinical educators do not necessarily have the skills
most needed to be a fully capable simulation instructor. The
key tasks include:
!□! Create relevant, plausible, meaningful clinical scenarios

!!
□
!!
□
!□!

!□!

!□!
!□!
!□!

Qualification and Certification of
Simulation Instructors

!□!

It has been nearly 30 years since the first major wave of
simulation in anesthesiology and other domains began.
Over this time a variety of questions have surfaced, in general and at each institution, about how to create and sustain a cadre of simulation instructors. These include: (1) Do
simulation instructors need special training? (2) Do they
need continuous training after their primary training and
if so how much and how often? (3) Do they need to be officially (re-) certified periodically? (4) How can the quality of
an instructor be measured or differentiated? This section
addresses these questions.

!□!

with the necessary realism to reach the intended learning goals (although some instructors who are excellent debriefers leave the design of scenarios to their
colleagues).
Establish an engaging learning context.121
Brief/familiarize simulation participants about the simulator and the unfamiliar simulation environment.121,299
Conduct (complex) clinical scenarios with the need for
simultaneous control of (1) the simulator, (2) the simulation environment (i.e., in-scenario information,261 etc.),
(3) the simulation personnel (co-instructors, role-players, simulation technicians, etc.), and (4) the real-time
adjustment of scenarios to offer optimal learning for all
participants.
Provide a structured post-scenario debriefing and feedback stimulating self-reflection, facilitating peer-discussion, creating deep and sustainable learning, and
promoting transfer lessons to the real world.
Act on adult learning principles, balancing facilitation
and instruction during debriefing (i.e., Kolb’s experimental learning cycle, see Fig. 7.20).
Handle, as necessary, group dynamics as well as individual sensitivities during the training and the debriefing.272
Use recorded audio and video strategically to facilitate
debriefing (and/or for feedback especially about technical
or procedural skills).
Teach about crew resource management (CRM) decision
making, situation awareness, task and team management, communication, and professionalism in addition
to the transfer of medical knowledge.
Highlight system optimization based on system theory
principles of patient safety.!

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND CONTINUOUS
DEVELOPMENT OF SIMULATION INSTRUCTORS
Instructor Education and Training
As described by Fanning and Gaba,238 unlike a traditional
teacher, the facilitators can position themselves not as an
authority or expert, but rather as a peer and co-learner.
Oftentimes, especially for experienced medical teachers,
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BOX 7.7 Learning Objectives for
Crisis Resource Management–Oriented
Simulation Instructor Courses
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$

$
$

$

Understand how it feels to be a participant in a simulation
scenario
Understand how it feels to be debriefed in a group while others
are watching or while seeing oneself on video
Understand the interdependent influences of the different
course phases (“anatomy of a simulation course,” see Fig. 7.18)
and apply this knowledge to a simulation exercise or course
Reflect on the changing instructional styles that can be applicable to simulation courses (instruction versus facilitation)
Understand basic concepts of human factors, crisis resource
management (CRM), systems theory, and organizational safety
(see Chapter 6)
Be able to detect, explain, and discuss CRM key points during
the debriefing of scenarios
If using video sequences, use recorded video clips of scenarios well,
and select the most relevant portions for replay and discussion
Be able to conduct a structured debriefing and facilitate a
debriefing in a nonjudgmental atmosphere with appropriate
boundaries
Understand how to manage the individual sensitivities and
group dynamics of participants during debriefing
Instead of discussing “who” made “what” “mistake,” be able to
focus debriefing on the analysis of “what happened,” “why did
it happen the way it did,” “what lessons can be learned,” and
“how to apply these lessons to real patient care”
Create a well-designed scenario with learning objectives appropriate for the population

Modified from the learning objectives of instructor courses by Gaba, Rall,
and Dieckmann.

the most difficult task in learning this teaching approach
is to stop lecturing and start listening and facilitating. At
the same time, providing honest critique while holding the
learner in high regard—what the authors call “critiquing
the performance not the performer”—seems particularly
challenging.106,304 This is, among other things, why simulation-based educators usually need special education and
training. Box 7.7 presents an example of learning objectives
for an instructor training course.
Gaba, Howard, and Williams from Veterans Affairs Palo
Alto Health Care System /Stanford School of Medicine (VAPAHCS/SU) pioneered CRM-oriented simulation instructor
training in 1992, taking their homemade simulation system
to Boston for 3 months and teaching approximately a dozen
faculty of the Harvard Hospitals anesthesiology programs
how to conduct ACRM courses. A few years later a consortium of the Veterans Affairs Palo Alto/Stanford (VAPAHCS/
SU), the Boston Anesthesia Simulation Center (the forerunner to the Center for Medical Simulation), and the University
of Toronto Sunnybrook Simulation Center created a formal
instructor course, spreading the ideas and format of CRM
simulation instructor training around the world. Rall has run
instructor courses in cooperation with Dieckmann for more
than 3000 international participants. Many institutions
now offer different instructor courses nationally and internationally (ranging from 2 to 6 days in length, depending on
the course and its scope). For further information about such
courses the reader is referred to the simulation societies such

as SSH or SESAM, or Internet searches targeting well-known
simulation centers. In addition, shorter introductory courses
on instructor skills are offered every year at the international
health care simulation meetings (e.g., SSH’s IMSH conference, or the SESAM annual meeting); many workshops at
these meetings cover topics such as debriefing, instructor
training, and CRM training.!

Continuous Faculty Development
Recent research demonstrates the variety of challenges simulation educators perceive when conducting simulationbased training sessions.272,304 For example, debriefings can
include difficult situations such as learners who are unusually quiet, disengaged, or overwhelmed by emotions.272
Faculty development is important to prepare simulation
educators to design and conduct meaningful and respectful training sessions while anticipating potential problems,
intervene proactively, and when necessary manage them
with good sense and grace.272,305 Since debriefings are considered particularly challenging, special emphasis is given
to continuously improving these skills.106,306-308
Reflection can help simulation faculty identify how to
improve their debriefing skills.304 Observation of master
debriefers, interactive learning experiences, practice, feedback by peers and experts, and mentoring can foster such
improvement.309-311
Valid and reliable tools such as the Debriefing Assessment for Simulation in Healthcare (DASH)307 and Objective
Structured Assessment of Debriefing (OSAD)312 can be used
to monitor debriefing quality and provide data for feedback
conversations for faculty development. DASH is available in
a variety of languages (to date, English, German, French,
Japanese, Spanish; https://harvardmedsim.org/debriefingassessment-for-simulation-in-healthcare-dash/).
DASH
consists of six rating elements: (1) setting the stage for an
engaging learning environment, (2) maintaining an engaging context for learning, (3) structuring the debriefing in an
organized way, (4) provoking an in-depth discussion which
allows for reflection, (5) identifying performance gaps and
their reasons, and (6) helping to see how to improve or sustain good performance. The OSAD consists of eight categories: (1) approach, (2) environment, (3) engagement, (4)
reaction, (5) reflection, (6) analysis, (7) diagnosis, and (8)
application. Both tools can be applied from various perspectives (i.e., learners, colleagues, educators) which allow for a
multifaceted view on debriefing quality.313!

CERTIFICATION OF SIMULATION INSTRUCTORS
Since being a simulation instructor often requires special
skills it is almost universally true that only a small fraction
of an institution’s faculty or staff are involved in this. For
very long-standing simulation groups and centers, informal internal mechanisms have often been used to select
and approve instructors. For the bulk of simulation groups
and centers there has long been a desire for some formal
professional recognition of who is qualified to develop,
conduct, and/or debrief health care simulations which
has led to different models of certification of qualified individuals. One model is that of the Academy of Medical Educators (AoME),314 a UK-based organization of educators
of medical, dental, or veterinary professionals, for which
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membership requires satisfying certain levels of achievement in the following five professional standard domains:
!!
□
!!
□
!!
□
!!
□
!!
□

Designing and planning learning
Teaching and facilitating learning
Assessment of learning
Educational research and scholarship
Educational management and leadership

For each domain, three levels are available that allow
assessment and documentation of progress of a person. For
more information the reader is referred to the AoME website
(https://www.medicaleducators.org/).
The SSH offers a model that addresses more of the simulation-specific aspects of the educator role, and is applicable to
all personnel, not just “medical” educators. There is a basic
and an advanced level of certification. For more information
about the certification for Certified Healthcare Simulation Educator (CHSE) and the Certified Healthcare Simulation Educator—Advanced (CHSE-A) the reader is referred to the society’s
webpage (https://www.ssih.org/Certification). These programs are rather general and do not fully address the details
of qualifications applicable to specific courses. SSH certification has been far more popular for nursing personnel than for
physicians; this probably accounts for the fact that few simulation instructors in anesthesiology have obtained formal certification. In another approach, while the U.S. ASA Simulation
Education Network (SEN) program endorsement process does
not yet certify instructors, when considering a site for endorsement it does examine the simulation background of the site’s
instructors, as well as the process by which each site trains and
approves new instructors for their program.
It is likely that the skills and certification needed (if any)
for an instructor will vary greatly with the particular course
or curriculum being taught. Competence in conducting a
video-based CRM debriefing would not be needed, and
would not help, to teach specific manual procedures (e.g.,
airway management or central venous cannulation) using
part-task trainers. Some sites use either a formal or informal
system of tiered instructor categorization tied to the specific
types of courses and roles each individual is capable of conducting. This also provides a defined process for advancement from novice instructor to grand master as experience
and special training are acquired.!

Accreditation of Simulation
Programs, Sites, and Centers
Besides the qualification of the instructors, the physical and
organizational infrastructure is important for the quality of
simulation in health care. This aspect is discussed under the
label of accreditation. The SESAM wrote: “By seeking accreditation an institution can demonstrate its quality as having been
judged and validated by an independent body who is internationally recognized as an opinion leader in the domain of simulationbased education in healthcare.”315
Several systems of program approval have emerged, some
of them of particular interest to anesthesia professionals.
SESAM provides a model that has two levels of accreditation (www.sesam-web.org/accreditation/). The basic level
is done based on the description of the program’s work; the
expanded level also includes a site visit.
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BOX 7.8 Simulation as Favored Option
for Part IV of the U.S. Maintenance of
Certification in Anesthesia Program by the
American Board of Anesthesiology
The simulation course must be held at a site endorsed by the
Simulation Editorial Board of the American Society of Anesthesiologists, with a curriculum meeting minimum standards. Although
not specifying anesthesia crisis resource management (ACRM)
directly, the standards for the U.S. Maintenance of Certification in
Anesthesia (MOCA) simulation are clearly derived from the ACRM
simulation courses that have become common around the world:
$ A minimum of 6 h of total course instruction
$ Active participation in realistic (mannequin-based) simulation
scenarios
$ Post-scenario instructor-facilitated peer debriefing
$ Management of difficult patient-care scenarios, including at
least scenarios involving the following: (1) hemodynamic instability and (2) hypoxemia of any cause, including management
of the difficult airway
$ An emphasis on teamwork and communication
$ All participants have at least one opportunity to be the primary
anesthesiologist in charge (i.e., the “hot seat”)
$ The participant-to-instructor ratio must be no greater than 5:1
$ At least one instructor must currently be in the MOCA process

The SSH provides an accreditation program, with separate but related accreditations for core standards plus
one or more of the following areas of emphasis: teaching/education; assessment; research; systems integration. For more information, the reader is referred to
their webpage (https://www.ssih.org/Accreditation/
Full-Accreditation).
The U.S. ASA has a process to endorse anesthesia
simulation programs (the ASA chose not to use the term
accredit) qualifying them to be members of the ASA’s
SEN. Centers were originally endorsed for their ability to
deliver high-quality CME to ASA members. After reaching agreement with the ABA in 2010, this ASA SEN
rapidly transformed into a group of programs capable of
conducting the semi-standardized Maintenance of Certification in Anesthesia (MOCA) Simulation Course. The
course is a component of Part IV (practice improvement)
of the ABA MOCA process. Box 7.8 shows the features
of the U.S. Maintenance of Certification in Anesthesia
(MOCA) simulation program.
As of November 2018, the ASA had endorsed more than
50 programs, each of which was reviewed and approved
by the ASA Simulation Education Editorial Board after
completion of a detailed application documenting the
capability and experience of their simulation instructors,
leadership, facilities, and procedures (for ASA members,
see http://www.asahq.org/For-Members/Education-andEvents/Simulation-Education.aspx).
The American College of Surgeons (ACS) has a program
of Accredited Education Institutes (AEI) that “…educate and
train practicing surgeons, surgical residents, medical students,
and members of the surgical team using simulation-based education.”316 Many anesthesia simulation programs, especially
those endorsed by the ASA-SEB, have a close collaborative
relationship with their institution’s ACS-AEI.!
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Benefits, Effectiveness, and
Ecological Validity of Simulation
Training
In the era of evidence-based medicine everyone wants to
know “does simulation work?” and “what is its cost effectiveness?” This question has now been answered affirmatively,
but only for a selected few circumstances. In fact, it seems
clear that for many of the common, but most challenging
arenas of health care, these questions may not be answerable for all practical purposes.317 Some argue that the question of whether simulation works needs to be replaced by
questions about “when,” “how,” and “under what conditions”
simulation “works,” and finally “how ‘works’ can be defined”
in a given context. In the following, the benefits of simulation are summarized, and some challenges to answer the
above raised questions as well as some key findings in settings in which studies were feasible are reviewed.

BENEFITS
Simulation in health care has some fundamental advantages as a training tool. The following were modified and
expanded based on the work of Gaba and DeAnda177:
! ! No risk is posed to a patient despite “hands-on” training.
□
! ! Routine clinical situations, emergency situations, and
□
!□!
!□!
!□!
!□!
!□!
!□!

!□!
!□!

those involving uncommon but serious problems can be
presented at will.
Participants can learn to use actual complex devices,
often in the relevant clinical context.
The same situation can be presented independently to
multiple subjects for evaluating individual or group performance.
Errors can be allowed to occur and play out to their likely
conclusion, whereas in a clinical setting they would
require immediate intervention by a supervisor.
To a reasonable degree, the training can be standardized
and is reproducible.
Training can be focused and allows for various forms of
feedback or discussion that are difficult to embed into real
patient care settings.
“Clinical time” is under the control of the instructor; boring portions can be skipped or sped up while very difficult
segments can use time dilation to allow unfamiliar individuals to have a full chance to grasp and handle the situation.
Simulation can be stopped and restarted for teaching;
time of physiological changes can be expanded or compressed, including “death-control.”
Recording, replay, and critique of performance are facilitated because patient safety or confidentiality is not an
issue.

Simulation accelerates skill acquisition, improves skill
retention, and reduces the extinction of skills.26 Simulation has been heavily utilized to address non-technical
skills (see Chapter 6) such as communication, teamwork,
task management, leadership, situation awareness, and
decision making. Those non-technical skills and humanfactor-based training approaches are vital to conduct safe
patient care, taking into account human performance

strengths and weaknesses (see Chapter 6). Nevertheless, as
mentioned below, such an arena will be the hardest to ever
prove that simulation improves patient outcome.
Despite the many advantages of simulation in health care
adverse effects of simulation are possible. A stimulating
critical overview of medical education in general was written by Hodges and was provocatively titled “Medical Education and the maintenance of Incompetence.”318 The article
points out that any type of education runs a risk of creating
or maintaining incompetence in certain areas, especially
areas that are ignored by the actual educational program.
The authors recommend that all simulation instructors be
especially cognizant of the risks that Hodges articulates.!

EFFECTIVENESS
Challenge #1: Comparability of simulation research
and evaluation of simulation. For the question of
whether simulation works and how effective simulation
is in regard to different aspects, evaluation concepts need
to be defined and a common ground for the comparison
of research in simulation needs to be produced. For the
evaluation of learning and later performance outcomes,
respectively, oftentimes the four-level model of Kirkpatrick as shown in Fig. 7.22 is cited.319,320
Another concept used to evaluate simulation is that
of translational science—research designed to accelerate movement of results from the laboratory bench to the
patient bedside. The concepts of a continuum of research
from fundamental science through clinical trials to widespread use in patient care and of potential translational
blocks were articulated originally by Sung and colleagues in 2003.321 From this publication emerged various nomenclatures for the different levels of the research
continuum in terms of increasing level of translation,
called T Levels.
For education, translational science addresses how
results achieved in the educational laboratory (T1)
transfer to improved downstream patient care practices
(T2) and improved patient and public health (T3).322
McGaghie322-324 first adapted the T levels of translational research to the arenas of medical education and
simulation in health care, comprising T1, T2, T3, and
T3′ (Table 7.5). The most important T levels for simulation interventions are T1: is performance improved when
observed during simulation?; T2: does actual clinical
behavior change in the workplace?; T3: is there a change
in patient outcome?; and to a lesser extent T3′: is it costeffective?
Based on those two concepts, for research purposes
simple outcomes are Kirkpatrick level 1 (reactions of
participants) and Kirkpatrick level 2 (change in selfconfidence or of knowledge measurable via multiple
choice questions). Both Kirkpatrick levels are represented by level T1. Rall et al.325 later adapted additional
T levels mentioned in other sources,326,327 adding levels
of T0, T4, T5, and T6 (see Table 7.5), and categorizing
interventions by their intended outcomes. Researchers
in simulation are now starting to use this terminology
in describing and comparing their research protocols
and results.
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What are organizational results of learning in terms of
reduced cost,improved quality, increased production,
efficiency,etc.?

Level 3:
Behavior

(one-shot)
INSTRUCTION)

(continuous)
EMBEDDING
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What do learners transfer and
apply in their daily job practice?

Level 2:
Learning
Level 1:
Reaction

What have learners learned?
How satisfied are learners
with the training / lessons learned?

Fig. 7.22 Kirkpatrick’s four-level training evaluation model. The model is composed of four levels: reaction—learning—behavior—and results.

TABLE 7.5 Translational Research Levels of Simulation-Based Training
Level

Description of Study Methodology

Comments/Examples

0

No measurement of learner performance

Questionnaire or multiple-choice test to assess reaction/change in
knowledge

1

Performance measured during simulation only

Do participants do better in a subsequent simulation?

2

Performance measured during actual clinical care

Do participants do better in subsequent clinical practice?

3

Measurement of improvement in patient outcome

Do patients of those who had the training fare better?

3′

Measurement of cost of the intervention, the outcome, and the
monetary benefit
(= measuring “cost effectiveness”)

Does intervention yield a net saving of money (with/without
improving outcome)?

4

Measurement of dissemination of the intervention to sites beyond
trial sites

Has the intervention spread elsewhere successfully?

5

Measurement of adoption of the intervention in regular practice

Has it been widely adopted?

6

Measurement of population health outcome

Has it made an impact on patient population as a whole?

Challenge #2: To define cost-effectiveness, expenses
need to be put in context relative to return on
investment. In simulation education the focus of evaluations historically has been mostly on qualitative instead
of quantitative measures, and the suite of measurements
needed to assess learning outcomes and patient outcomes are still in flux. Bukhari and colleagues published
a framework for determining the return on investment
of simulation-based education in health care.328 Unfortunately, so far, evaluations that yield economic information about the return on investment are scarce.329 And
the expenses (see later section) vary (high cost to low
cost) depending on many choices regarding the setup
of the simulation training (see earlier section on “12
Dimensions of Simulation”).
At this point, most studies of simulation-based learning are at level T0 or T1. At lower T levels simulation of
various sorts has been shown to have small to medium
positive effects.330 A few studies have been at T2 and
only a handful at T3 or T3ʹ patient outcome. Draycott
and colleagues331 showed positive effects of training that
included some simulation components on neonatal outcome. Barsuk and colleagues126 showed a reduction of
central line complications and cost-efficacy after implementing simulation-based training on central venous
cannulation. A series of studies from Tanzania shows that
positive effects for patients is not necessarily related to the
use of high-end simulation equipment.38,332 Van de Ven
and associates333 concluded in their study that multiprofessional team training for obstetric emergencies in a

medical simulation center is cost-effective in a scenario
where repetition training sessions are performed on-site.
Levels T4 and T5 can be considered implementation science, but few studies of simulation implementation have
been performed.
Simulation researchers are encouraged to move
toward studies at higher levels of translational research
whenever possible. Admittedly, the cost and complexity of studies also rises non-linearly as one climbs the “T
ladder.” Since many applications of simulation in anesthesiology especially focus on preparing anesthesia professionals to prevent and manage uncommon but serious
adverse events more effectively, the rarity of such events
and the many confounding variables that affect patient
outcome will make intervention studies very difficult to
perform.317
These studies would per force need to be large, long,
and complicated. To date, almost all studies have been
too short and too unsystematic, with weak interventions
and without adequate control of confounding variables.
Unlike many types of clinical trials, which are funded
by the pharmaceutical industry—which is willing to
invest heavily even in complex trials because of the high
direct payoff when a blockbuster drug is found—simulation interventions have no equivalent funding sources.
Obtaining level 1A evidence—with multiple randomized controlled trials—of simulation’s impact on patient
outcome may well take studies of thousands to hundreds
of thousands of patients, cared for by hundreds or thousands of clinicians, with simulation interventions that
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are powerful, comprehensive, sustained, and linked to
performance assessment (and remediation) of individual
clinicians. As yet, no agency or commercial firm is willing to fund these kinds of large, long, and complex studies.317 And neither aviation nor nuclear power have
assembled “level 1A” evidence that simulation saves airplanes, power plants, or lives. It is unlikely that aviation
would ever attempt randomized trials and such studies
would be nearly impossible, if not unethical.
Challenge #3: High-fidelity patient simulations can
be effective and cost-effective, but work will be
educationally effective only, if they meet certain
criteria. Flanagan and associates provided a thorough
review of the literature on the efficacy of simulationbased training for learning and assessment.334 They concluded that “simulation makes a valuable contribution to
learning for students, trainees, and clinicians. It enables
learning of both routine and non-routine procedures and
management of patients.” In one study the effect between
hours of simulation practice and learning outcomes
equaled a dose-response relationship.198
Similarly to Flanagan, Cook and colleagues330 concluded in their comparative review that simulation was
typically more expensive but also more effective. In their
summary, in comparison with other instructional methods, technology-enhanced simulation was associated with
small to moderate positive effects. In another comparative
review by Cook et al.335 in which technology-enhanced
simulation training in health professions education was
compared to “usual practice,” simulation was consistently
associated with large effects for outcomes of knowledge,
skills, and behaviors, and moderate effects for patientrelated outcomes. Such findings were confirmed by
Lorello et al.15 in their most recent review; they and other
authors198,334 pointed to the heterogeneity of the studies,
the sometimes limited robustness of their methods, and the
occasional lack of a suitable control group.
A Best Evidence in Medical Education review by Issenberg and colleagues concluded that high-fidelity medical
simulations are educationally effective, but only if the following conditions are met198:
! □! Educational feedback is provided.
! □! Repetitive practice is used or is allowed.
! □! Simulation is integrated sensibly into the standard curriculum.
! □! The range of task difficulty can be adapted to the level of
the learner.
Challenge #4: Limitations of research on simulation effectiveness. Even the strongest of results come
with caveats. First, it can be difficult to isolate the effects
of simulation in the evaluation. In many cases simulation is only a part of a larger bundle of interventions, or
concurrent with improvements in the clinical field as a
whole (“secular change” as statisticians say). Second,
as in the case of central venous cannulation, sometimes
the clinical activity is circumscribed, the outcomes are
relatively common, there is already ongoing surveillance
for them, the relationship of the activity to negative outcomes is well-understood, and the intervention is itself
narrow, proving an effect on patient outcome is easy. But
for many arenas, especially for the anesthesia professional’s management of unexpected adverse situations, the

events are relatively rare; there is weak surveillance for
negative outcomes, as well as many confounds between
anesthesia professionals’ actions and the final outcome;
and the simulation interventions are complex. Proving
an outcome improvement is difficult in such settings and
likely would require long, complex trials involving many
tens or hundreds of thousands of patients, thousands of
clinicians, and a very long time horizon, as mentioned
above. Further, it is unrealistic to expect that a single set
of training can change complex behaviors and actions
or affect patient outcome especially when there is little
reinforcement in or linkage to performance assessment
in actual clinical practice.
Challenge #5: Assessing the impact of simulation in
health care as if it was a pharmaceutical. The assessment of the impact of simulation to date can be seen
using the following analogy to drug development and
testing that was introduced by Weinger336 and expanded
to address the related policy issues by Gaba.317 Suppose
one wished to test whether a purported antihypertensive
drug actually succeeded in reducing blood pressure in
patients and, more importantly, whether it reduced the
occurrence of adverse cardiovascular events, such as
myocardial infarction and stroke. Imagine then that one
proceeds as follows: administer a relatively small dose of
this drug only a few times per year. Acknowledge variable compliance in taking even these few doses of drug.
Immerse all subjects in an environment full of stress and
other factors predisposing to cardiovascular events. Use
only a few patients, and follow them for a very short time.
Would anyone wonder if no significant effect was
found even for a drug otherwise known to be effective?
Simulation in health care has so far been tested in this
way: very small, short-term studies of infrequent (often
short) simulation sessions, whose lessons are not fully
reinforced in real clinical environments full of production
pressure and stress. In truth, the question is not “Does one
run through a simulation course make a practitioner better?”
To follow the lead of other industries of intrinsic hazard,
such as commercial aviation or nuclear power production, the question is “What is the impact on health care as
an industry adopting a comprehensive integrated strategy of
intensive simulation-based training and continued performance assessment of clinical personnel, over a long period of
time?” This is the approach in aviation, in which no matter how senior and how experienced pilots are, they still
undergo training and assessment in simulation every
year, for the entirety of their careers.
It seems unlikely that pilots would forgo simulation
training and assessment when their own lives are on the
line. For another thing, the public has come to expect
a regulatory safety floor imposed by the government to
ensure the competence of pilots. The regulator is unlikely
to forgo its requirement for mandatory training and testing of pilots. If such requirements continue, there may
be only two options: conduct these exercises in real airplanes, with the attendant costs (e.g., fuel) and risks; or
conduct them using simulation. With health care heading in that direction,92,222,226,245,337,338 one may be able
to assess the impact of more effective simulation programs, although one may lose a control group that has
never experienced simulation.
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Fig. 7.23 Ecological validity of simulation versus the operating room (OR). For study purposes160, the same anesthesiologists were observed in
the OR and in the simulation environment with full enactment of the OR personnel, surgical team, and anesthesia nurse. Even though the two settings
have some interesting differences, the overall ecologic validity of the simulation is good. (Courtesy of T. Manser, ETH Zurich, and University Hospital, Tübingen,
Germany.)

Other industries have a career-long set of simulation
interventions that are considered to have a cumulative
effect on ability. Social psychologists Helmreich and
Foushee, two of the main architects of CRM training,
wrote: “Data indicate that even intensive initial CRM training constitutes only an awareness phase and introduction to
the concepts, and that continuing reinforcement is essential to
produce long-term changes in human factors practice.”339
Similarly, United Airlines states in its CRM manual:
“Command/Leadership/Resource management [United’s terminology for CRM] cannot be a one-shot approach. It has to
be a coordinated long range program. It must therefore be an
integral part of the entire training effort: new hire training,
transition and upgrade programs, and recurrent training.”340!

ECOLOGICAL VALIDITY OF PATIENT
SIMULATION: IS THERE TRANSFERABILITY TO
THE REAL WORLD?
When trying to translate behavior of professionals in the
simulation to the behavior professionals might show during real clinical cases, one of the questions raised is the one
about whether simulation can engage trainees the same
way a real clinical case would. Simplified, in psychological
science this is referred to as ecological validity. If actions and
behavior in the simulation resemble the actions and behaviors in real-world clinical environments, it is likely that the
results of research conducted in a simulation setting or lessons learned in a simulation training will be transferable to
the context of actual patient care.
Patient simulation: A valid representation of the
clinical reality? The question whether full-scale simulations are a valid representation of the real work environment tasks (e.g., tasks of an anesthetist in the OR, etc.)
was investigated by an interdisciplinary research group
in Tübingen, Germany and Zurich, Switzerland.160 Each
of the six anesthesiologists participating in the study was

observed during two clinical cases and during three comparable simulator cases (one routine and two involving
critical incidents). Analysis of the study showed good
comparability of the different action categories as shown
in Fig. 7.23. The interpretation of the group was that
overall comparability between the operating room and
the simulator setting is good, thereby indicating high
validity for simulators in anesthesia.
Another more recent study by Weller and associates 341
examined the validity of the simulated environment with
the question of whether anesthesia professionals show similar verbal communication patterns during a simulated and
a real case. Seventeen anesthetists were observed via videorecordings during real cases and two simulated cases. Confirming the findings mentioned by the group in Tübingen
and Zurich, the authors of the publication found no significant differences in communication patterns in the OR and
the routine simulations. The participants themselves rated
communication as realistic and considered their communications occurred with a similar frequency in the simulations
as in comparable cases in the OR.
Those findings support the validity of the simulation environment and its value for transferable training and provide further objective confirmation of the
favorable subjective impressions of realistic simulation
scenarios by anesthesiologists of varying levels of experience.65,68,69,178,179,181,342 Therefore, the evaluations
presented in this chapter suggest that simulator-based
training is a powerful technique that novice and experienced anesthesiologists believe to be highly beneficial,
and that participants and instructors alike believe may
improve clinical performance. As the developers of Sim
One175 pointed out, when simulation provides an opportunity to teach material that cannot be taught in another
way, as for the systematic instruction of anesthesiologists
in handling severe critical events such as cardiac arrest,
anaphylaxis, or malignant hyperthermia, there is nothing with which to compare the simulator.
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Simulation replacing clinical hours or case numbers
during training? Because simulation offers a valid representation of real health care settings and behaviors, and
also offers several advantages, in settings for which a certain number of clinical hours or patient cases are a prerequisite for certification or credentialing, simulations are
sometimes allowed to replace some portion of the requirement. This is true in some states in Germany for prehospital emergency physicians (and possibly soon [pilot project]
for paramedics) who are allowed to cover 25 of 50 mandatory prehospital cases within a specific 3-day simulation
program.
For nursing, in the United States, 22 states allow
some degree of simulation replacement of clinical hours
required for final licensure as a registered nurse; the
number or percentage of hours varies widely as does the
specificity of the regulation and whether there are any
standards for the intensity or quality of the simulation
activities (see https://www.inacsl.org/sim-regulations/).
A large and complex study of educational outcome (not
patient outcome) provided evidence to support these
practices,343 although from Gaba’s view there were some
limitations concerning study methodology and the generalizability of the results.
Differences between simulated and real-world cases.
Even though the mentioned studies showed high ecological validity of patient simulation, some differences
between simulation and real patient care are inherent
to simulation and need to be taken into account when
debriefing and assessing the performance during a simulated scenario. Based on the findings of Manser and
colleagues160 variations were mostly the result of organizational factors (e.g., fewer additional tasks required in
the simulator). At the same time, as described in the literature,75 subjects (1) eventually become hypervigilant
realizing that they are in a simulation, being more attentive or even doing more than they usually do (e.g., participants neglect documentation in the simulation while
waiting for a disaster to happen, or scan the patient’s
documents at length before starting a simulated case
so as not to miss an important hidden hint, or jump too
quickly on signs of possible trouble); (2) conversely, will
not or cannot take the situation serious because it is not
a “real patient” and thus do not perform all the actions as
they would for a real patient (e.g., acting sloppy, showing
cavalier behavior, acting like it is a game).
Careful and creative scenario design and scenario conduct
as well as proper introductory briefings may mitigate some
of those effects (see earlier sections on those topics).273 !

Cost of Patient Simulation and
Simulation Centers
COST OF PATIENT SIMULATION
An important question concerning simulator-based training
in anesthesia is its cost effectiveness. This complicated question has two independent components. The first pertains to
the impact and benefit of the training on the performance
abilities of participants and patient outcome (discussed
above), and the second is the cost to achieve that impact.

Although measuring the cost of simulation-based training depends on many factors, the cost may still be more
easily estimated than is the impact of the training. Factors
affecting the cost include:
! ! The type (or spectrum of types) of training involved
□
! ! The target populations for the training
□
! ! And perhaps most importantly, a variety of aspects of the
□

organizational and financial structures and processes of
the institution

The cost of simulation hardware and software varies
greatly (and much simulation can be done with little to no
technology). Screen-only simulators cost very little (a few
hundred dollars), whereas the equivalent cost of a complete mannequin-based simulator or VR system is much
higher. The price of a commercial mannequin-based simulator ranges from approximately $25,000 for intermediatecapability simulators to more than $150,000, depending
on features; only the manufacturers can provide detailed
information. This cost does not include any relevant clinical equipment (which, say, for an anesthesia machine is
very high) and also of course the building and maintenance
of a center’s space.344 Even these large expenditures do
not dominate in the operational cost equation, however,
because the construction cost is often borne by the institution itself, capital equipment can sometimes be donated or
acquired used, and in general is amortized over a relatively
long useful life, with appropriate provisions for service and
upgrades.
The overall dominant cost for operating a center is likely
to be the salary and benefits of its permanent personnel
and the effort of expert instructors (which is typically borne
directly or indirectly by their clinical department). These
costs vary considerably across the spectrum of simulation activities and institutional arrangements. Usually an
expert must oversee the curriculum (which may or may not
impose direct costs), but the type of training and the target
population will determine the amount of expert instruction
required. A single faculty member can review the summaries of exercises performed by residents on a screen-based
simulator in a few hours per resident per year. Non-physician instructors may be suitable for some task training or
for drill and practice sessions. A single instructor can use
the simulator to show pulmonary or cardiovascular physiology to a whole class of medical students. For training novice residents in basic anesthesia skills, it may be possible to
have senior residents or fellows conduct the sessions at a
low marginal cost. For training experienced residents and
practitioners in complex material, such as the handling of
critical events, it is likely no substitute expert instructors
exist. The cost of expert instruction depends on the organizational arrangements of the institution. In a teaching institution where faculty members all have at least some time
allocated for teaching or scholarly activities, some faculty
may choose to fulfill this requirement by simulation-based
teaching or scholarship. When further instructor effort is
needed, payment—by the department or the center—for
clinical release time may be needed.
Another organizational cost factor relates to providing
access to participants for what can be complex, exhausting,
and lengthy training sessions. Removing clinical personnel from revenue-producing work for training purposes is
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expensive. If simulation training could allow them to work
more safely and efficiently, the benefit could outweigh the
cost. Some research indicates that simulation team training can improve job satisfaction and effectiveness of routine
care, as well as contributing to reduced illness leave and
job fluctuations.345 Some residency programs provide protected time for education of residents (e.g., one half day per
week). In such cases, residents should already be available
for simulation, but it might make faculty time even more
scarce. In Australia and Germany, CME requirements are
expressed in terms of points to be accrued.
Without question, simulation-based training is more
costly than exhorting learners to read or putting them in a
room with a lecturer. But when regarding credits for continuous medical education (CME), reading a short article
and answering a handful of questions can only generate 1
hour of credit—or as in Australia and Germany only a small
amount of CME points, as can sitting through a lecture.
Simulation training is generally much more interactive and
much more intensive than other activities and therefore
professionals earn more credits or points, which may make
simulation-based CME financially competitive relative to
simpler methods.
Simulation-based training allows a host of issues to be
addressed that cannot be easily tackled in other ways. It is
the belief of the authors—one that has been borne out by
programs “voting with their feet” since the 1990s—that if
simulator-based training is deemed to be desirable, innovative changes in the organization will evolve to allow it to
occur.
But other emerging aspects also make patient simulation
a beneficial tool for addressing future organizations’ needs.
At the Harvard University hospitals, for example, the captive insurer, Harvard Risk Management Foundation, has
taken unprecedented steps to link simulation-based continuous medical education training to discounts for medical malpractice premium rates for experienced clinicians in
anesthesia and in obstetrics (J. Cooper, personal communication, 2005). This forward-thinking program is now being
adopted by other malpractice carriers. In some jurisdictions, risk managers have chosen to invest directly in simulation activities at their institution, rather than to use the
premium discount approach.!

COST OF SIMULATION CENTERS
The cost varies greatly depending on the scope of the facility and its programs, the nature of the target populations,
and the extent of use by the different possible stakeholder
groups. How the costs are allocated to different elements
of an institution or consortium is equally complicated and
depends highly on local conditions. No one formula for success exists. In some models, the center is wholly responsible for its own costs but is completely free to generate and
retain revenue. At the other extreme is a model whereby
the host institution bears all costs of operating a central
core facility, but it collects any and all revenues and may
even tax components of the institution (e.g., departments)
to offset the costs. Perhaps most common are mixed models in which the central authority bears the costs of initial
construction and outfitting (often funded by philanthropy)
and some portion of the ongoing infrastructure (simulation
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operations personnel, capital refurbishment, utilities), and
each user (e.g., department) is responsible for providing
instructors and paying for the marginal costs of any specific course or application. To date, few, if any, centers truly
generate a profit, but many sites have successfully garnered
external funds to offset some of the costs of training their
own key target populations.!

Using Simulation for Assessment
of Clinical Performance
Although the dominant use of simulation is for education and training, the first simulators (both Sim One175
and CASE177) were created to be research tools to assess
and understand the performance of clinicians. Such
assessment could address routine work in clinical environments115,134,136,346,347 as well as performance when
responding to critical events.64,68
Note: the terms “assessment” and “evaluation” are often
used interchangeably even though they have slightly different meanings, so the authors chose to do so in this chapter,
too.
For further information on the assessment of clinical performance that is related to the topics of human performance
and patient safety the reader is referred to Chapter 6, where
less simulation-related aspects of this topic are covered in
more detail.
Performance can be divided into two components: (a)
medical or technical performance, which is the appropriateness and thoroughness of the medical and technical
response to the critical event; and (b) behavioral or nontechnical348 performance, which is the appropriate use of
sound crisis management behaviors (e.g., leadership, communication, distribution of workload, decision making,
etc.) 24,349 (see Chapter 6).
There are a number of potential frameworks that can be
referenced when defining clinical and nonclinical competencies for the performance assessment of health care professionals. In different countries, different frameworks are
used to describe anesthesiologist’s competencies, which
provide the ground for assessment measures. Many countries build on the CanMed roles350 (Canadian Medical Education Directives for Specialists) that describe seven roles for
the competent physicians. Those roles are: medical expert,
communicator, collaborator, leader/manager, health advocate, scholar, and professional. Other countries build on the
six ACGME (Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education) core competencies, which include patient care,
medical knowledge, practice-based learning and improvement, interpersonal and communication skills, professionalism, and systems-based practice. 102
Assessment of medical, technical, and non-technical
responses in simulation settings has resulted in a variety of
tools for assessment and evaluation as suggested by different authors.64,69,89-93,97,99,101,136,342,349,351-354
For assessing the non-technical skills of anesthesiologists many investigators use the Anaesthesia Non-Technical Skills (ANTS) system.91,353 In recent years, the early
ANTS evaluation system was adapted to different countries,
and modified for different cultures351 and health care specialties.355 However, there are other tools for measuring
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non-technical skills of anesthesia professionals. Of particular note is a rubric developed by Weinger, Gaba, and colleagues64,356 which is simpler than ANTS but of equivalent
capability.

BENEFITS OF SIMULATION-BASED
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Because the nature and cause of a simulated critical
incident is known, one can construct in advance a list of
appropriate technical activities.357 Relative weighting of
the importance of the different activities can be applied
to reflect the fact that different activities, even if appropriate, differ in their importance. This weighting can be
done either in advance of data collection, or post hoc (but
in an appropriately blinded fashion). For example, when
assessing medical or technical performance in managing malignant hyperthermia, termination of the trigger
agent and administration of intravenous dantrolene
would be highly important, indeed essential, items. Cooling measures, hyperventilation, and bicarbonate therapy would be among many appropriate (but less critical)
responses. One can predict in advance specific technical
errors to look out for. For example, for malignant hyperthermia management, these could include diluting dantrolene with the wrong diluent or an insufficient quantity
of diluent.
Can the clinical outcome of a simulation predict how
a real patient would have fared given the same care, and
can this outcome be used in assessment? When watching
a simulation scenario play out it seems tempting to think
that the outcome of the patient—whether calculated by
an underlying mathematical model of physiology (for
a few simulators) or based on apparent adherence to
patient care guidelines—can be the primary determinant
of an individual assessment or a definitive prediction of
what outcome a real patient would have had. Such a
temptation is largely dangerous. Perhaps at the extremes
of what transpired the apparent outcome could be reliable. If a patient is portrayed in ventricular fibrillation
and nothing is done it is certain that they will die. If a
healthy patient with substantial neuromuscular blockade receiving a FiO2 of 50% oxygen is suddenly not ventilated for 30 seconds it is nearly certain that they will
be fine. In between such extremes the exact outcome is
very hard to predict. There will be isolated situations in
which a mathematical model can predict certain physiologic variables, but the influence of those on other variables may be unknown. Why do some patients suffer an
arrhythmia if their blood pressure falls below, say, systolic pressure of 50, 60, or 70 torr for a certain amount
of time whereas others tolerate it fine? Why does one
patient have return of spontaneous circulation after electric countershock applied at the same interval after dysrhythmia onset and another does not? Perfect decision
making in resuscitation of a real patient cannot guarantee that electric countershock would successfully restore
a normal cardiac rhythm. For the foreseeable future,
any credible performance measurement technique must
involve subjective judgments by clinical experts about
the care process rather than about the calculated or presumed outcome.!

PITFALLS OF SIMULATION-BASED
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Technical versus nontechnical (CRM) skills. As indicated in previous sections, it is feasible (if difficult) to
assess a technical response to specific events and generic
nontechnical behaviors (CRM). For which kinds of
assessments is it appropriate to measure only technical
performance, only nontechnical performance, or some
combination of the two?
Number of scenarios. How many different scenarios are
needed to achieve robust performance assessment of individuals in all relevant aspects (technical and nontechnical) of patient care? The literature suggests that the
variability of individual performance across different scenarios is high, in fact greater than the variability across
raters. If simulation is to be used to assess an individual
a large number of scenarios would need to be conducted
for each person. Having a larger number of scenarios is
more effective in improving the reliability of ratings than
is having a larger number of raters.64,237,358
Rating individuals versus rating crews or teams.
Anesthesiologists work as individuals and in crews and
teams with other anesthesiologists and with surgeons,
nurses, technicians, and others. Should the performance
of individuals working alone be assessed? Should anesthesiologists be able to call for and use help in solving
problems? If so, can one still rate the individual when
working with a team?
Performance fluctuation. How can performance that
fluctuates substantially over time (i.e., during a simulation scenario) be aggregated into a single rating? This
issue was recognized by Gaba and colleagues as a major
apparent source of interrater disagreement.349 It is not
addressed by any current rating system.91,359 One option
is to conduct moment-by-moment rating to yield a highresolution time series of the varying performance. A variety of mathematical techniques could then be applied to
the time series to yield appropriate measures of aggregate
performance and variation.
Criterion thresholds. What level of performance should
be set as criterion thresholds for different purposes?
Can benchmarks of performance be established by truly
expert clinicians (recognizing that years of experience
and hierarchic rank are not surrogates for expertise or
skill)? Similarly, how does the rating system deal with
single actions or behaviors that were lethal or harmful
in the presence of otherwise good performance? If used
for formative assessment, a rating system should indicate
the successes of the examinee and the failures. If used for
summative or high-stakes assessment, however, it may
be critical to ensure that the examinee who risks harming a simulated patient cannot outscore another examinee whose overall performance is less strong but who at
least did not endanger the patient. Not performing chest
compressions in a cardiac arrest situation would be such
criterion for exclusion.
Appropriate statistical analysis of validity, interrater
reliability, and reproducibility of these assessments.
Various statistical tests and approaches have been used to
evaluate these characteristics. The data on performance
show various levels of interrater variance and high inter-
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individual (and inter-team) variability.68,69,181,342,349,360
As detailed by Gaba and colleagues,349 some interrater reliability statistics are more stringent than others, especially
in terms of the nature of the “by chance” benchmark. No
firm consensus has been reached regarding which tests
are most appropriate to answer key questions about simulation-based performance assessment. Some of the rating
systems (including ANTS) have used less stringent tests of
interrater reliability. Generalizability theory361 offers a set
of statistical techniques to sort out the impact of scenario,
subject, rater, number of scenarios, and other facets on
such assessments. This technique specifies how comparisons can be made against reference performance levels or
as relative comparisons between subjects without a fixed
benchmark.
Although simulation should provide a useful window
on performance assessment, it remains challenging to
develop widely accepted performance measures of anesthesiologists’ skills,362 even if the simulator is used as a tool to
present standardized scenarios.363 Klemola and Norros364
published a newer way of looking at performance that
involves anesthesiologists’ habit of actions. These authors
distinguished between reactive habits (conservative, selfcontained, reluctant to construct subjective evaluations)
and interpretative habits (creative, interactive, continuous
integrative reasoning). They showed that many issues must
be considered when discussing the best method of education and evaluation. Additional issues include defining and
assessing professional competence.!

USING SIMULATION FOR THE EVALUATION AND
TESTING OF ANESTHESIA PROFESSIONALS
The use of simulation as a tool for performance assessment
has presumed advantages: scenarios are known, errors can
be allowed to occur and play out, and intensive recording
and archiving of performance is possible. Simulation provides a unique window on performance that is prospective
and about challenging situations, whereas routine observation of real work is prospective but most commonly only
sees less challenging situations, and case reports about performance may be of tough cases but are often incomplete
and hindsight-based.365 Scoring or certifying competence
by using the simulator is more problematic than using the
simulator as a teaching tool, however. Anesthesiologists
have long discussed the possibility of using the simulator as
a tool for examinations, either for graduation from a residency or for ABA certification. In Israel, a simulation examination has become part of the board certification process.95
Despite these difficulties, the use of anesthesia simulation
to assist in evaluating performance is likely to increase in
the future. Even though simulation is currently used for
some high-stakes examinations, the challenges remain the
same: (1) It requires independent evaluation of the simulation scenarios and assessment of the predictive power of the
subjective judgments made by experts scoring the examinee. (2) There is a lack of any well-accepted standard for
performance evaluation.
Another difficulty with using simulation for high-stakes
testing at a neutral site is that the operating room equipment
would rarely be the same as that used by the candidate, and
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the operating room staff’s operational protocols could differ
from the protocols familiar to the candidate. In the training
situation, these difficulties can be overlooked as part of the
global suspension of disbelief needed to maximize the benefits of simulation training. In the test situation, these differences potentially could skew the results. This issue could
be addressed by allowing candidates preparing to take
their examination to undergo sufficient practice sessions to
familiarize themselves fully with the standard simulation
environment used for the test.
Another application of simulation-based performance
assessment would be for the evaluation of trainees or experienced clinicians who have been placed on probation or for
whom dismissal from their position is already a distinct possibility. For these clinicians, the burden of proof is on them to show
their skills. Simulation could offer a more controlled environment for these clinicians to do so. The same could be true for
practitioners who wish to return to clinical work after a hiatus.
The existing systems of performance evaluation, which
use a haphazard composite of subjective judgment of clinical competency in clinical work along with written and oral
examinations, has itself never been validated. Many experts
believe that the written examination does not correlate well
with clinical ability, and the degree to which the oral examination process tests actual clinical skill is unknown. Simulation could offer candidates the opportunity to show their
clinical abilities in a controlled clinical domain; appropriate
scenarios can probe language skills and the ability to act as
an effective consultant to other clinicians.226,366
The ABA transitioned in 2017 to a new format for the Part
2 Examination, named the APPLIED Examination, to include
an Objective Standardized Clinical Examination (OSCE) component along with the traditional structured oral examination component. The OSCE stations do not include full-scale
mannequin-based simulation but do include performance
on task trainers and encounters with actors playing roles as
patients or as clinical personnel (e.g., surgeon).
The methods currently used to assess the performance of
clinicians in their actual clinical work are weak and inconsistent; systematically incompetent anesthesia professionals
are not easily identified or removed from practice. Thus, reasonable arguments can be made that the field of performance
assessment has advanced sufficiently to allow consideration
of simulation-based examinations, including full mannequin-based simulations, even for high-stakes purposes, especially considering the limitations of the current systems of
written and oral examination.366 Nonetheless, simulationbased performance assessment remains a controversial topic
for discussion in the simulation and clinical anesthesiology
communities. The anesthesia professions should be careful
about how they may introduce simulation-based performance evaluation. The controversy should not divert attention from the most common application of simulation, which
is to improve clinical performance through training individuals and teams to prevent and manage adverse clinical events.!

Simulation Societies and
Simulation Journals
One measure of the evolving maturity of simulation in
health care is the formation and growth of professional
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societies and associated peer-reviewed journals. Organizations such as the Society for Simulation in Health Care
(SSH) and the SESAM (www.sesam-web.org) have been
constantly striving to promote knowledge and use of
simulation in health care. Although anesthesiology was
the medical field that initiated work on the fully interactive mannequin-based simulator and that dominated
the early developments in the field, simulation is a broad
strategy that has now been widely adopted by many different disciplines and domains in health. For the most
part, simulation professional societies have sprung up as
explicitly multidisciplinary organizations, while clinical
societies have also created committees and other bodies to oversee or facilitate the use of simulation in their
settings. Major leadership roles in the multidisciplinary
societies have been played by anesthesiologists and engineers associated with anesthesiology far more frequently
than their prevalence in the clinician population would
otherwise predict.
Periodic scientific congresses on simulation such as
the Rochester Conferences on Simulation in Anesthesia have been under way since the mid-1990s although
attendance was less than 100 people. The largest simulation organization is SSH, which was founded in 2004
as the outgrowth of the group that had operated the
International Meeting on Medical Simulation for several
years as a satellite to the annual meeting of the Society
for Technology in Anesthesia. Under the auspices of SSH,
the meeting was transformed into the IMSH, encompassing all health care disciplines and domains, not
just medicine. Although starting with far fewer attendees, the annual meeting of SESAM now has around 850
attendees (2018). Similarly, for SSH, whereas the original IMMS had at most 200 attendees, IMSH in 2018 had
more than 3000 attendees. For IMSH this number places
it in the category of a medium-sized scientific meeting; to
put this in the context of anesthesiology, it would rank
as the third largest meeting in the United States, falling
below only the ASA meeting (about 14,000 attendees)
and the New York Postgraduate Assembly in Anesthesiology (PGA) conference (over 4000 attendees), but
ranking ahead of the International Anesthesia Research
Society (IARS) annual meeting (about 1000 attendees).
Another sign of the growing maturity of simulation in health care is the establishment and growth of
peer-reviewed journals for the field. SSH has published
Simulation in Healthcare in print and online every other
month since 2006. This journal was approved for indexing by PubMed in 2008. Many organizations have
become affiliates of SSH and most have made Simulation
in Healthcare their official publication (for example the
Australian SSH, and the Association of Standardized
Patient Educators). The International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation and Learning has published
(online only) the Journal of Clinical Simulation in Nursing since 2006 although it rarely has papers concerning
anesthesiology. The BMJ Simulation and TechnologyEnhanced Learning, the journal of the UK Association for
Simulated Practice in Healthcare, has been published
(online only) since 2014. Advances in Simulation, the
official journal of SESAM, has been published (online
only) since 2016.!

The Future of Patient Simulation
in Anesthesia
The future is now—we are it.234
More than three decades of consistent development have
passed; the field of simulation in health care could be described
metaphorically as being in its adolescence or young adulthood. Thousands of simulators are in use around the world
in thousands of clinical programs. Anesthesiology and critical care remain important mainstays in simulation, which
is now a standard part of the training of anesthesia professionals, although these fields have now become minority
users when compared to numerous users across all the rest of
health care. Yet even in anesthesiology, with nearly 30 years
of simulation under its belt, the fraction of anesthesia professionals who have undergone a serious simulation experience
since completing their initial training is relatively small. For
example, as of 2018 Gaba estimates that only about 25% of
board-certified anesthesiologists in the United States have
undergone the MOCA simulation course.
The modalities of simulation have expanded from completely nontechnological to fully virtual. MBS have become
more sophisticated, easier to use, and more portable, and
available in many different models from multiple manufacturers. On the other hand, considering that it is now nearly
25 years since the first commercial simulators were introduced, the overall improvement in the features, reliability,
and clinical or physical realism has not advanced at nearly
the rate as for computing equipment over the same period.
In part this is due to the fact that improvements in simulators depend heavily on the demand for the devices in general, and for special features in particular. There is a steep
tradeoff between features and many otherwise desirable
improvements may be too costly for their expected impact or
demand. Simulators that use complex mathematical models of physiology and pharmacology have largely retreated
from the marketplace since many applications can be managed well with less complicated control systems.
In contrast to aeronautical engineers designing airplanes,
anesthesia professionals or biomedical engineers do not
design and build human beings. In aviation the fundamental
differential equations of fluid mechanics and aerodynamics
are firmly established, allowing supercomputers to provide
technically meaningful simulations as replacements for
many physical tests; furthermore, test flights of prototype aircraft are conducted with sophisticated instrumentation built
in to test and carefully capture their behavior. Clinicians will
never have this type of knowledge about the human body.
VR and AR are still in an early childhood phase, with
rapid development under way but with maturity still far
away. Many current (late 2018) VR systems address visualization of anatomy or physical structures. Only a few provide multiparticipant interaction in an immersive virtual
environment. As far as the virtual patient is concerned they
are only as good as the underlying engines—mathematical or otherwise—that drive their clinical responses. The
coming decade(s) will likely see a continued proliferation of
VR systems with substantial shakeout of techniques, technologies, and firms. Currently many users of simulation are
beginning to try out VR and AR systems but it is still very
early in their development and use.
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VR proponents imagine a VR so realistic that it rivals, or is
indistinguishable from, the real world. This would approach
the Star Trek holodeck or the “brain in a vat” style of simulation in The Matrix. Although we once predicted that interactive VR could take over from physical simulation by 2020
to 2025, and the tide has indeed started to turn, we predict
that it will still be a long time—if ever—before this happens.
Whether there is indeed something fundamentally different
about human professionals working together naturally in
a physically realistic clinical environment versus doing the
same via some sort of VR remains to be seen.
Patient simulation has now become a regular part of initial
and recurrent training of most anesthesia professionals and
many other clinicians in many countries in the developed
world, and significant penetration into the developing world.
Zero to low technology simulations are also being used successfully in low resource areas to address important health issues.
With patient simulation issues of human factors and patient
safety, in part via the CRM concept, were introduced to health
care as ACRM training and its equivalents in various clinical
arenas. This has been an influential complement to traditional
methods and content of teaching and learning in a large variety of health care domains, especially those that share the
complex and dynamic work profile of anesthesiology—decision making playing out over seconds, minutes, and hours;
working with action teams; wielding highly lethal interventions as described in Chapter 6. Since all of the pioneering
work on mannequin-based simulation and its key applications was done in anesthesiology, our field can rightly claim
to have given one more gift to all of health care, to accompany
other gifts such as the Apgar score, modern pulse oximetry
and capnography, blood gas analysis, mechanical ventilation,
etc. Moreover, despite its wide spread beyond anesthesiology,
anesthesia professionals and others working with them continue to play major leadership roles in multidisciplinary and
multiprofessional simulation centers and organizations.
Fully integrated simulation team training with a significant focus on human factors and CRM may improve patient
safety and quality in acute care settings, and it may increase
employee satisfaction and effectiveness of routine work.
Simulation team training is becoming more common, but is
still not solidly embedded into the fabric of health care as a
core part of how we do business as is the case for commercial
aviation or nuclear power. While health care has a long way
to go to achieve the full impact of simulation on the quality
and safety of patient care, the authors no longer fear that the
technique of simulation will be rejected in our field, and they
believe it is worth it to remain on a path toward the comprehensive industrywide, career-long application of simulation
to save as many hearts, brains, and lives as possible.!

Appendix 7.1 Online Links and
Useful Resources
!□! American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Simulation

Education Network
□! Many resources on simulation and links to ASAendorsed simulation centers
! ! Society for Simulation in Healthcare (SSH)
□
! □! Homepage: www.ssih.org
!

!
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! Journal Simulation in Healthcare, Elsevier:https://journ

□

!
!
!□!
!□!
!□!
!□!
!□!

als.lww.com/simulationinhealthcare/pages/default.a
spx
□! Website of the Instructor Certification program of SSH:
https://www.ssih.org/Certification
□! Criteria for Accreditation of Simulation Centers by SSH:
https://www.ssih.org/Accreditation
Society in Europe for Simulation in Medicine (SESAM):
www.sesam-web.org
Stanford Simulation Site - Center for Immersive and Simulation-based Learning: cisl.stanford.edu
Center for Advanced Pediatric and Perinatal Education
(CAPE): cape.stanford.edu
Center for Medical Simulation (CMS in Boston):
harvardmedsim.org
WISER Simulation Center—University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center: www.wiser.pitt.edu
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